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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1971-72

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
February 9, 1972
To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Special Meeting of University Faculty on Feb. 15

Under the authority of Art. I, Sec. S(c) of the Faculty constitution,
a petition has been submitted by more than the required 15 members o
the Voting Faculty calling for a special meeting of the University
Faculty on Tuesday, February 15, at 3:00 p.m. in the Kiva.
The petition called for the meeting "to discuss those items enumera ed
as 9 through 13 of the February 8 faculty meeting agenda in that ord ~
followed by item 8. we make this request because of the urgency o
several of the items (particularly membership on the University Forum
and because an open meeting on University Governance has be n
scheduled and announced for February 2 2.
11

Will those faculty members attending the February 15 special me ing
£lease bring their February 8 agendas with them so as to avoid h
necessity of reduplicating the materials already mailed.
As noted in the call to the February 8 meeting--the order being
slightly changed in the petition--the agenda items to be discussed
on February 15 are:

9.

Ratification of method of electing Faculty repres nt tiv
University Community Forum--Professor Christman for the
Policy Committee.

10.

Proposed four-year option for Department ~f Aerosp 7e
Studies--Professor Alexander for the curricula Committee.

11.

Annual Report of the Athletic council--Professor Martinez.

12.

Annual Report of committee on Scholarsh~ps, ~rize, Loans,
and High School Relations--Professor Ulibarri.

13.

Proposal concerning a Women's Studies Program--Profes or
Tillotson.

8.

JND/ped

Proposed revision of Sections 3, 14, and 16 of Academic
Freedom and Tenure Policy--Professor Drummond.

o

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
February 15, 1972
(Summarized ':1inutes)
The February 15, 1972, special meeting of the University Faculty w s
called to order by President Heady at 3:06 p.m., in the Kiva, with
quorum p 7e~ent. The President noted that it was called in response
to a petition from the required fifteen voting members and that its
purpose was to consider the agenda items -- 8 through 13 -- re aining
from the February 8 meeting but with item 8 being moved to the end of
the agenda. He said that this special meeting would make unnecess ry
the meeting set earlier for February 22.
By motion of Professor Christman, the Faculty voted to adrni to he
meeting Leroy Bearman, sports editor for the Albuquerque Journal.

{

..

Professor Christman explained the Policy Committee's propos l or
method of electing Faculty representatives to serve on the Univ rsi y
Comrnuni ty Forum, and he moved that ·'l-Jominations for membersh · p on h
University Forum shall be selected by the Faculty Policy Committ e in
a manner similar to that it uses to select nominees on other f cul
committees, and that the slate shall be presented to the Faculty or
electton.-at the i'- iarch meeting to a term of office to run until J n 1
1973." A substitute motion introduced by Professor Hoyt, calling or
election by preferential ballot, was defeated and a random-selection
procedure was also discussed, whereupon the Faculty approved
Professor Christman's motion.
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As proposed by Professor Alexander, on behalf of the Curricula Co
tee, the Faculty voted to re ·establish a four-year option for th
Department of Aerospace Studies.
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Professor Martinez presented the annual report of the Athletic
Council, as required in the Council's statement of functions and re sponsibilities, and he moved that it be accepted by the Faculty.
During the discussion of the report, Professor Chavez called attention
to the small number of Chicano athletes at U~Ii , relative to the per~entage in the state population at large and in the high schools, a n
it was suggested that our recruiters should keep this in mind and
make a special effort to keep our State athletes here.
Professor Schmidt, pointing out that his comments wer 7 not in
the context of attacking the athletic program, noted the figure o
$360,000 received from student fees, amounting to $14 per stu ent
r
semester, and he said that many poor students who need this
ney f o r
textbooks are instead subsidizing scholarships for athle~e ·, Sub
quently, the Faculty approved a motion by Professor Schmidt th
the General Faculty request the Administration to se k ways and
n
to fund athletic scholarships that do not require poor stu n
deprive themselves for the support of others.'
President Heady noted that the matter of mandatory stud nt
for the support of athletics had been raised on a number 0
occasions. He said that decisions about it were very much
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matter and that he had advised students and student officers that indications of student views would be welcome.
The Faculty also approved a motion by Professor Howarth to refer
the report back to the Athletic Council, for resubmittal at the next
faculty meeting, wit~ the request that the Council inquire into the
differential between funds that the New Mexico (Boosters) Club raises
annually and the amount which is passed on to the University·as . support for the athletic program. In addition, at the request of
·
Professor Drununond, the Council was asked to bring to the Faculty a
proposed written policy relative to any possible physical abuse of
players by coaches. Professor Green further requested that the
Council investigate "the question of permanent funds • • • and also
the expenditure of the returns from such funds in addition to the
broadcast rights."
11r. :1coonalcl, Associate Director of the Student Aids Office, presented the annual report of the Committee on Scholarships, Prizes, Loans,
and High School Relations.
Professor Christman, on behalf of the Policy Committee, moved that
"The Faculty approve in principle the establishment of a women's
studies program and forward the proposal of the Women's Study Committee to the Curricula Committee and the Administration for consideration and reconunendation back to the Faculty. 11 Vice President
Travelstead suggested that the Faculty "not accept or reject today,
even in principle or concept, the recommendation on women's studies,1i
and he moved that the recommendation and motion now on the floor be
referred to the curricula Committee for study and recommendation, "in
the hope that the Committee would consider this question in light of
similar aims requests and recommendations from such groups as
Native Ameri~ans Chic~nos · and Spanish speaking, and Blacks."
After extended discussion, Vice President Travelstead's motion
was.narrowly defeated. The Faculty then ap~roved Profe;sor
.
Christman's motion but with an amendment which changed the establishment of a women• 5 studies program • • • 11 to " • • . the establishment
of women's studies • • • "
Th~ meeting adjourned at 6 p.m., the two-hour rule having been
waived earlier.
John N. ourrie, Secretary
JND/jed
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
SPECIAL FACULTY MEETING
February 15, 1972

The February 15, 1972, special meeting of the
University Faculty was called to order by President Heady
at 3:06 p.mo, with a quorum present.
Explanation re
.
PRESIDENT HEADY We are meeting today to comply
Special Meeting
with a etition that was submitted following last week's
meeting by the required fifteen .. members or more of the
voting faculty of calling for this special meeting today
on the same items that were carried over from last week's
meeting, with one change in the order which would put
number eight, which was the next item that we did not deal
with last week, put that last instead of first. So that
the order of the numbering in the original call will now
be nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, and then eight.

The supersedes the motion that was adopted at the
end of the last meeting to have another meeting a week
from today.
I will recognize Professor Christman to make a motion
about admitting a member -- nonmember of faculty.
PROFESSOR CHRISTMAN
Mr. Leroy Bearman who is a
reporter for the Albuquerque Journal is outside and would
like to hear the Faculty meeting. I move we invite him to
attend the Faculty meeting today.

Reporter
Admitted

(Seconded.)
HEADY
is Carried

Those in favor, "aye"; opposed "no."

Motion

0

e will take up number nine, which is ratificatio~
of method of electing faculty representatives to University
Community Forum. Professor Christman.
CHRISTMAN
President Heady has already told you the
reason that tGe number of faculty members petitioned for this
meeting prior to the one that was set for next Tuesday as a

Method of
Election of
Faculty
Representatives to
Forum
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result of our adjournment at the end of the meeting last
week.
Now, because of that, I want to take a moment to call
your attention to the fact that there is a meeting scheduled
in this room from three to five next Tuesday, that
pen
to all members of the Faculty, and it's a meeting c
by
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Connnittee and Policy Connnittee
jointly, and the purpose of this meeting is to solicit
faculty comments, opinions, suggestions, and discussion
relating to the grievance and disciplinary procedures which
are now being proposed by the Regents.
We have been requested to -- the two committee
the
two standing committees;have been requested to respond to the
Regents by their March meeting in terms of the Faculty
feeling and suggestions about this proposed grievance,
judicial disciplinary procedure.
This was originally set out, I believe it was part
five of the original governance report to the Regents. It
has been reworked substantially since that time, nd thee
are versions of it on deposit at all the libraries nd each
of the departmental offices.
The Faculty is reminded and invited to come next
Tuesday and in lie·u of coming, if you can't, or even if you
come and prefer to express your opinions in writing, ple se
direct them to the Faculty Policy Connnittee or either
through your representative or to me or through the
University .»ecretary.
As a result of these discussion, .we will try to
assess the general consensus if there ~one, and report
the results to the Regents in March.
Now , the reason that we need to have some sort of
consensus perhaps before that meeting relates to the item
on the agenda, item nine, which is the method of choo ing
the nineteen Faculty members that are to be elected to the
University Forum, and the Faculty Policy Committee ha
considered many alternatives related to electing thee
nineteen members. Actually, it's seventee members Pu
the chairman of · the Faculty Policy Com:nittee and the
chairman on the Connnittee of Academic Freedom nd enu •
So there's nineteen Faculty member altogether nd the
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original document that the Faculty passed and referred to
the Regents and they ratified or accepted, said that these
members should be elected.
Part of the problem we get into is how to handle
this kind of an election and at the same time carry out
most of the intent of the original Governance Committee
in terms of representation of the various groups within
the Faculty.
To this end we have participated in meetings with
the administration and with the students and with the
alumni, all concerned with how they will appropriately
choose their members to this University Corrnnunity Forum.
The Faculty Policy Committee, after discussing many
alternatives, was most persuaded by the desirability of
having Faculty members chosen and ready to serve whenever
the president called the Forum together.
In other words, we didn't want to be the group
that would be unable to name our representatives whenever
the other groups were able to name theirs.
So we are now proposing that the Faculty indicate
in a sort of self-nomination procedure, indicating that
they desire to serve and are willing to serve on this
Forum by means of a mail form which will be sent out this
week by the lihiversity ~ecretary; if our proposal is
passed, it will be sent out.
When they -- these forms should all be returned by
March first. They are sent out in the same packet in
which Faculty members normally indicate their desire to
serve, their preference and desire to serve on the various
university committees. There will be a separate attachment to indicate their desire to be considered for nomination to the University Community Forum.
When these materials are all in by March first, the
Faculty Policy Committee will then prepare a slate made up
of candidates for the Forum, primarily from the forms
returned by the Faculty, by those Faculty members indicating
a desire to serve, keeping in mind when we do this, the
balance needed relative to tenure and nontenure, relative
to college representation, and relative to the other
considerations as origi~ally outlined in the Governance
report.

0
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Now, the Policy Committee will also take into
consideration any names of nominees sent directly to the
committee by that March first date by a group of sponsors
if they so desire. We thought this desirable in case
some people felt they didn't want to self-nominat~, but
other people thought they should serve.
We will even go further in order to provide
balance if necessary. We will attempt to generate nominees
of our own and put on that slate, if necessary, from -if we are deficient in any area after we survey the other
two sources of potential nominees.
.
This slate will then be presented to the Faculty at
its March meeting for election to the Forum, with the ide
that they should serve until -- for one -- for a one-year
term or until the end of semester two, 1973.
The reason this may be slightly longer than one
year is we don't know exactly when the Forum will first
convene. It will convene whenever the president deem
that everybody is ready to meet, that all the member
have been properly chosen.
The Faculty, of course, at the March meeting will
have i~s usual opportunity to make changes in the slate
by additional nominations from the floor or amendments
to our slate, and we would then propose that this slate
be elected to office as I have stated.
We realize that this probably won't meet certainly
many of the objections and I understand there are other
proposals that may be made today. It is expected, though,
that the experience we will derive through this one first
total operating year, will give us any information tha
the Faculty needs to perfect its method of nominating
and electing for future years.
In any case, we are persuaded by the necessity to
have a prompt slate ready to serve, that probably this
the most efficient way to do it and provides some sort o
machinery to have balance and keep the committee fully u
to strength in case somebody has to withdraw.
So in the interest of having a timely
to
represent~tives and being ready to meet as soon a th
president calls the Forum Committee for the Faculty Po cy
Cormnittee , I move that the nominations for membe h· Pon
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the University Community Forum hal
Faculty Policy Cormnittee, in a manner im.1
uses to select nominees on other F ulty c
present it to the Faculty for election to a
to run until June 1st, 1973, at the regul
meetingo
Is there a second to the motion?

HEADY

(Seconded . )
HEADY
You have heard them
on nd
seconded. Is there any need to re eat it
all clear about the intent of it?

n

b

r

n?

u

Mr . Howarth .
I though
P OFESSOR HOWA TH
said this was for over a ye r, unt
less than a year -- oh, orr.
it i n't.

No

HEADY

P

'7 .

u

on

Th

Professor Hoyt
PROFESSO HOYT
a
method of choosing the de eg
suggests. What it does, it u
Policy Conmittee for elect on
ex lain why I feel election b
but first oerhaps I i ht e
ropose and we are circul
vides for a Faculty electio.
I assume I have

h

I

ill
1

P OF SSO

s

H

h
u

u

u
0

ould 1 k

I
HEADY
Profe sor Hoyt b

r

h

nu

bout

Acco din
HEADY
have five minute • You
HOYT
lternativ

o-

0

n

k

d
So

n

n

0

0
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You want to second, Professor Regener?

HEADY

PROFESSOR REGENER

No.

I wanted to move it.

I need a second at this point.

HEADY

(Seconded.)
HEADY
Is there discussion? Those in favor, please
say "aye"; opposed "no." Motion is carried. Ten minutes.
HOYT
I will try not to use the ten, but I might
use more than five.
(!//

First, 6 brief explanation of the method of election
that I want to suggest. This calls for at least six nontenured faculty members out of the seventeen. In actual
fact, last year the statistics showed that the nontenured
faculty is about half the total voting faculty, so I think
there should be at least that many •
•

I suggested not more than seven from the College of
Arts.and -Sciences. The College of Arts and Sciences last
year made up forty-four percent of the total college -- of
the total university faculty, and seven out of seventeen
is approximately forty percent, so this seems equitable
there, also.
Beyond that, I realize that we are under pressure
of time here and we want to have a delegation ready by
the time the students and other groups are ready -- hat
I did was follow as closely as possible the method of
election of representatives to the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee. This is modeled directly on that.
It seems to me that possibly electing this number
of people a mail ballot might be preferable, but I think
it would be undesirable to try to agree on alternative
methods of election now. But this -- this could bed
cussed and an alternative such as a mail ballot or some
other preferential method could be agreed upon before the
next election next year.
So this is an attempt to find the simplest method
equitable method which would provide an election or the
peopleo
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The other item at the bottom of the age is
completely
separate resolution which we might consider if there' a
feeling that too much burden might be placed on certain peopl.
Now, why I oppose the method of election -- sel ction
chosen by the Policy Connnittee, I don't think it's a
democratic as an election by the Faculty. It's
to- te
thing, but I wouldn't -- I wouldn't stick at that point if
it weren't that I feel that it somehow downgrades the or
in importance.

I

After all, the two senior committees of the F culty
are the Policy Connnittee and the Academic Freedom and T nure
Connnittee, and those are both elective connnittees, and th n
the rest of the connnittees come on down the line and for
those you seek volunteers and you assign sort of the 1 f overs, the people who don't get put on the Academic Fre dom
and Tenure or the Policy Connnittee.
I don't like that because I think we should do
everything we can to treat the Forum as an important
institution in the administration of the un verity.
Certainly I think it's fair to say that the Govern ce
Committee viewed the Forum as the centerpiece of it
thinking about how governance might be approved.
Just a word or two about the purposes of the Forum.
I am sure most of you have read the Governance repor bu
the purpose is to improve the sense of co1Illlunity here on
the campus, to show that Faculty and administr ton w n
to listen to things that are of serious concern to tu ent
and alumni and staff, and conversely, to obt ·n bet er
understanding by the administration and tudent
nd
alumni of matters that are of deep concern to the F cu
to get the issues into the open and not leave them h dd
to get the necessary: information.
This Forum is
receive it from the administratio
needs it, and to seek agreement on r co
only has power to recommend but to
ek a
recommendations to improve the condition
theory that if you c n get wide agre m n
narrow division of opinion but if you c
consensus on the Forum, this i 1 be inf
It's not a legislature, but I th nk

h re

h
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obtain consensus it would be influential. And I ask you
to remember the situations which gave rise to the study
of governance at the university. These grew ou: of -this grew out of the crises of two years ago, several
different crises: the Love ·1ust poem, the anti-war strike,
et cetera, et cetera. Those of you who were here,
remember it. And what we had here, I think, was an
important part a breakdown of communications on campus, a
breakdown of communication between Faculty and administration and between Faculty and students, and between Faculty
and alumni. And I think if you think of any -- this year
has been a quiet year on campus. Everything seems very
placido We perhaps have a suggestion in the active discussion last time of the proposed northern New Mexico center
and the concern of Chicanos, that this may be an institution
for the rich and not for the poor. Maybe some inkling o
the kind of crises we may have in the future, but one
thing I am sure of, the next time we have a major
university crisis, this Forum could become a very centr 1
and important institution and in fact, I think we might
have avoided some of the breakdowns in 1970 if we had this
kind of institution.
For all these reasons, I don't think we want to
degrade the Forum. I think there's a real question of
how active participation we are going to get from the
students. I think the students attitude towards serving
on it may be influenced in part by the composition of the
Faculty representation. In other words, what importance
the Faculty attached to it.
It seems to me that we should choose the best -- the
most representative delegation we can find, including
younger faculty, not necessarily excluding people who are
on the Policy Committee or the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Cormnittee; including a truly representative delegation.
I can't conceive -- I think a good many people have
been afraid
I think this sort of lurks in the background,
a fear that such -- the Forum somehow may be a compliant
tool of the administration or somehow anti-faculty.
0

I don't think that's justified. I can't conceiv
of any situation in which a really strong Faculty del gation on the Forum would not have substanti 1 stud n 0
support and the two major delegat ons there are going
be Faculty and students.
C
C

1
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I cannot conceive of a clean faculty-student break
if we have a good delegation. So it seems to me we want
to choose ~he strongest delegation possible and do everything possible to make sure this institution starts off
with some prestige behind it.
HF.ADY
Professor Hoyt, you have presented -- you
have passed out this paper?
HOYT
Right. I move the first item on the page
there, the proposed method of election, as a substitute to
Professor Christman's motion.
HF.ADY

Is there a second to that motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY

Would you identify yourself for the record?

PROFESSOR McNAMARA

Yes.

Pat McNamara, Sociology.

HF.ADY
Professor Hoyt moves, Professor McNamara
secondsJthat the motion as stated under point one on this
sheet that was handed out, be a substitute motion for
Professor Christman's motion. Is there discussion on the
substitute motion?
Professor Drunnnond.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
Ed, I would like to ask why you
identified one particular college for no mo~e than seven? ~Why
didn't you say rio more than seven from any college?
HOYT
I would accept that amendment. The reason I
chose the College of Arts and Sciences is because it is by
far and away the largest and I thought some of the other
colleges might be afraid it would be dominated by Arts and
Sciences but that would bet.t,,perfectly acceptable change.

'

~

HEADY
I thought I would need to refer to this
memorandum from the parliamentarian, Professo·r Eubank. I
don't know whether he is here today or not but he sent
me this memorandum following our last meeting, and I think
I will read it and follow his advice, unless the body
rules otherwise.
His memo says that until the Chair states the question,
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the mak 7r has t~e rig~t to modify his motion as he pleases,
or to withdraw it entirely. After the motion has been
stated by the Chair, the motion becomes the property of
the assembly and then its maker can do neither of these
things without the assembly's consent, and he cites Robert's
Rules of Order at a certain page.
Then.the memo says, the person who seconds the
motion never ha any control over the motion whatsoever,
even after the Chair has stated the question and discussion
is in progress. If it seems obvious that the motion should
be withdrawn, the Chair may ask if there's any objection to
withdrawing the motion. If there is none, by the rule of
general consent, the motion is withdrawn.
However, if there's a single objection to withdrawing
the motion, withdrawal must be voted on formally.
I bring this up now, Professor Drummond, because
even though Professor Hoyt has agreed to your change, I
think you should offer it in the form of an amendment and
we should act on it in the way we do on other amendments.
DRUMMOND
I will be glad to. I move that the words
"the College of Arts and Sciences" be deleted in the fourth
line of the proposal and that "any college" be substituted.
HOYT
Harold, then would you do that everyplace
where College of Arts and Sciences is mentioned? It provides for staggered election: one group elected for oneyear term and one group for two-year terms, and I think
that's the reason why maybe the original language is
preferable because then you might not have more than three
from one c~llege and no more than four from another.
REGENER
HEADY

Point of order, Mr. President.
Professor Regener.

REGENER
The motion that Mr. Hoyt made was a motion
to substitute his motion for the previous moti~n. The
suggestion here is one which contains -- pertains.to the
substance of the motion that Mr. Hoyt would make if his
motion were substituted for the one which is now on the
floor.
HEADY

You have raised an intricate point of
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parliamentary procedure. I do not see the parliamentarian
here at the moment, but I believe you are right, Professor
Regener, and that we should first decide on the major
issue of whether we want to substitute this motion for the
other motion in its major provisions before we start refinement.
Wou~d you agree to that, Professor Drunnnond?
DRUMMOND

Yes.

HEADY
I will rule that that proposed amendment
is not in order at this point. Professor Harris.
PROFESSOR HARRIS
I would like to speak against both
the substitute motion and then the original motion in
suggesting a third possibility for election or election of
members to this Formn which, I believe, was proposed by
Professor Hufbauer last year when we were discussin
such a question at the Forum and this was the possi ility
of random selection, possibly from those who nominated
themselves as willing to serve.
I think in either selection by members of the Policy
Connnittee or election by the Faculty-at-large, there is the
danger of that -- that the group that is finally chosen
will not be representative of all the Faculty, since peo 1
who have been here longer, people who are more articul e,
people who are better known, are more likely to be chosen.
If the purpose of the Forum is to get a representative group, as representative as possible from the Faculty,
and from all the other groups, then I would urge you
seriously to think about randomly selecting from those
who apply. This is the only way to get a representative
selection of people who might not be as well-known people
who might be new, people who might be in small department
or small colleges and not know as many other people, who
would be unlikely to be elected but who ould have oint
of view which might well be represented and be im ortant
to have represented on such a council.
So I would suggest if the
titute mot on and h
original ~otion are defeated, that we consider
r
1
from those people who select -- ho nominate them
willing to serve, of using a random selection
most times ends up with re resentation appro i
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to representation on the wholeFaculty, of people in every
college, men and.women equal ~n every department, people
of every persuasion on every issue.
It would also have the advantages earlier proposed
of providing a quick, easy way of getting people selected
so that they could serve as soon as the committee began;
as soon as, you know, it was actually called to order.
HOYT
HEADY

May I answer that?
Yes.

Professor Hoyt.

HOYT
We thought a good deal about that on the
Governance Committee. In addition, we found Gary Hufbauer's
suggestion an interesting suggestion and one we wanted to
look into.
We held an all-day conference out at Holiday Inn
last year and we tried that method out in inviting people
to that conference. We invited twenty-nine names chosen
at random from the Faculty Directory. Of the twenty-nine
we invited, only six accepted the invitation and of those
six, two did not appear. So four of the twenty-nine
produced results.
HARRIS
Well, if you had a first step, though, where
you asked people would be willing to serve -- I like that
better than nominating yourself, which sounds a little,
you know, more -- you know, as if you felt you were
qualified. But if you asked people, ''Would you be willing"
and randomly selected from them, I think you would have a
more random group and a selected group and that might get
rid of that problem.
HEADY

Professor Christman.

CHRIST~N
Yes, Mr. President, I have already told
Professor Hoyt that I didn't intend to oppose his motion
and I don't. I don't know how we do it in terms of
parliamentary procedure, but I think the Faculty ought
to have a chance to decide whether they want to hold an
election by some sort of choice as we are d scuss ng,
let the Policy Committee go through some of th· sortin
and culling and roportioning and looking at all the oth r
potential responsibilities and duties that a e on
Y
have that they know about and helping the aculty
so e
sort of a choice.
I do want to say~ in behalf of the committee, th t
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we have heard and have proposed within our group all the
arguments you have heard so far this afternoon, we have
heard and considered. And we are not totally happy with
what we have, but we do think that so far it meets the·
best of all of these various objections: naming one
college and not naming another; keeping in mind the various
representations of Faculty members of tenured or nontenured
or female or nonfemale or whatever the case may be .

•

So the only one thing that I really want to object
to, on behalf of the committee, and I am not going to
propose an amendment, but the cormnittee seemed to be
violently opposed to the preferential voting that is
cited in Professor Hoyt's proposal because they feel that
sometimes you can use that to vote against someone as well
as vote for someone, so that was the only really cogent
point that I had to offer by way of input.
MRo DORRIE

Mr. Chairman.

HEADY
The secr~~ary asked to make a comment on th
preferential ballot as ;,posed and since you referred to
that I will call on him n'bw.
DURRIE
I would like to echo what arl says. I
think the problem of settling in an open nomination or
nominating enough people to cover the various contingencie
of colleges and tenured and nontenured, is going to be
very complex, and this would mean that we might have a
nomination in order to get enough in every category, of
maybe thirty or forty or fifty names.
This means that in a preferential ballot, everybody
on the Faculty then, if this is sent out or if it's done
at the next meeting has to give a number to every one of
those nominees, and'it's going to be quite a much more
complex thing than naming five or six or ten, nine member
of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Cornmittee.
I have no objection to it, otherwise, but I think
it is a complex plan.
HEADY
Well I would suggest that to make th mo
effective use of ou; time, we try to keep the di cu ion
focused on a choice between the alternative in appro ch
given by Professor Christman on behalf of the Policy
Committee and by Professor Hoyt in his motion, and h n
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we have made a choice between those two approaches, we
could refine whichever one is chosen in any way you want,
by amendment.
Is there further discussion?
Professor Murphyo
PROFESSOR MURPHY
I have listened and I have no
opinion either way, but I wonder if a way out of the dilemma
might be a slate that is seiected in the fashion indicated
but subject to Faculty approval. It's just a possible way
out.
HEADY
Selection -- in the fashion indicated by
which proposal?
MURPHY Well, that is that this randomly-selected
group, as suggested here, and that this perhaps two
alternate slates be picked subject to Faculty approval.
That is, they could make a choice, or it could be just
single slate with a veto power of the Faculty.
HEADY
Well, as I understand it, the appro ch
Professor Harris had in mind is still a third a pro ch to
the two that are before us in the original motion, and the
substitute motion. We could conceivably come to that 1 ter,
but I think now we better choose which of these two you
prefer, even though you might later decide you prefer
third one over either of them.
Is there further discussion?
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER
the substitute motion.

I would ask for the quest·on on

HEADY
If there is no further discussion on th
substitute motion, we will now vote on whether to cce t
it or not.
REGENER
Mr. President, it's not that e re vot ng
on the substitute motion. We are voting on hether or n
this proposal should be substituted and be befo e th
assembly.
HEADY
Yes, we are not ado ting th sub
this motion at this point. We are voting yes or n

0
0

,

•
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whether we want to substitute this language for Professor
Christman's as a basis for further consideration.
Those in favor of the proposed substitute pleas
say "aye"; opposed "no." The motion is lost.
'
We then revert to the motion placed before the hou
by Professor Christman.
Is there further discussion on that motion?
Are you ready to vote on that motion?
please say "aye"; opposed "no."
I believe the motion is carried.
division if anyone would like.

vor

Thoe in

We wil

h v

If not, the motion is c rried.
Item ten, proposed four-year option or Dep rm n
of Aerospace Studies. Professor Alexander for he Curr cu
Committee
0

ALEXANDER
ith the unanimous approv
o th
Curricula Connnittee, I wish to move the re-est bl hmen
of a four-year program in aerospace studies par 11 1 to
the four-year program in Naval Science.
t

The advantages and reasons are stated in the
material passed out last week following the section o
Academic Freedom and Tenure.

n

The connnittee~would like to say, h
entered no
correspondence with the Air Force conce ing continu n
Faculty interest in pushing our departments of
val nd
aerospace studies towards as much civilian in truction
possible towards bringing intervie s with potent l
.
1ng
teachers ' to the campus, and in accepting or reJect
appointee at any time we want to.
We have received assurances on these
the Air Force, at least to our sati faction.
to put that into the record so that a le st
what the connnittee is doing.
We °'re continuing to try to carry out th
the Faculty in this matter •
•
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.

T~e program here proposed is a very simple one and
t
certainly
appears to have a great many advantages which
7
.if .,xo~t- are inter7sted in them, I will refer you to Colonel'
. to outline for you. So if there's a second to
th: motion, I would like to move we establish the use of
this program.
HEADY

Is there a second?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that we reestablish the four-year option for the Department of Aerospace Studies. Is there discussion?
If there is no discussion, those in favor, please
say "aye"; opposed "no."
The motion is carried.
Request for division.

Motion is carried.

Item eleven, annual report of the Athletic Council.
Professor Martinez.
PROFESSOR MARTINEZ
President and members of the
Faculty, the report of the Athletic Council dated November,
1971, has been circulated among the Faculty and it includes
three basic parts: a sununary of the grants-in-aid to
students athletes; information on academic standing of the
student athletes; and the copy of the budget for the
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics for the fiscal
year 1970-1971.
I would like to add to the second part of that, of
this report, information that I have reported to the Council
and was not available at the time that the report was
written. Perhaps you may find this interesting.
During the 1970-'71 first semester, there were one
hundred and five freshmen student athletes who participated
in intercollegiate athletics. Sixty-three of these hundred
and five had athletic grants.
Semester one of 1972-'72, a year later, sixty-four
of those one hundred and five had returned to the university
or we had an attrition of forty-one, or about thirty-nine

Athletic
Council
Annual
Report
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percent.
I think this compares quite favorably with the
overall attrition at the university. Certainly it does
in our students in engineering.
Of the forty-one students who did not return
fifteen had been on grants the year before. Only six of
those fifteen had actually failed or had academic failures
you might say, had less than two points and were not here'
because of the academic problem. Or six of the sixty-three,
or under ten percent of those who were on grants had -had academic problems.
But on the good side, we might mention that three
percent of the students had three point five grade point
average or higher. Twenty percent of the students had
three point zero or better, for the freshman year, and
seventy-four percent had grade point averages of two or
better.
I think that speaks well for the student athletes.
Mr. President, I would like to move that this report
be accepted.
HEADY
It's been moved that the report of the
Athletic Council be accepted by the Faculty. Is there a
second to that motion?
(Seconded . )
HEADY

Is there discussion?

PROFESSOR CHAVEZ
It seems to me, and to members
of the community that we have very few athletes, very few
are getting thro~gh college -- it's not the Chicano, at least.
Is my impression correct?
MARTINEZ

I would think so, yeso

CHAVEZ
Why is it we have so many athletes in high
school and they disappear and we don't get them here at
this university? Can anybody answer that question?
MARTINEZ
I certainly have no answer. I do -- in
running through the list of students, student athletes,
could agree with the statement that was made, that there are
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few Chicano students on that -- on the program. I can think
of perhaps four or five, but I have no answer as to why.
Someone else may have an answero
CHAVEZ
Well, I wish there would be a way,
Mr.President, to convey this message to the people responsible.
I think it's inexcusable. I think in the population where
the last census showed forty percent Chicanos, you don't
have any athletes and this is a beautiful opportunity for
many of our students to get through college and I wish we
could do something about it.
This heavy subsidizing isn't helping those that really
n·eed it, helping out of staters, and not those here at home,
just disturbs me,1/{Pno end. I just had to say it.
HEADY
Have you conveyed any suggestions about
Chicano athletes to the coaches? I think they might be
interested. As far as athletic -Cf-lAYP2

Well, we have some paid recruiters who should
be looking at these things. I already have my recruiting
job cut out and they are not in athletics -- well, they are
all in nonathletics, but it seems that those that are
paid to recruit should ·make a very special effort to keep
our New Mexico athletes here.
H't!BEZ

•

I don't even -- I don't know if they are goinganywhere
else, but they are not coming to this university and I know
there's a lot of Chicano people here in the community that
are very disturbed about it. In fact, a lot of them are
boycotting U N.M. athletic events for that reason, and I
think it's time that we ought to pay heed to it before we
have some trouble.
0

I am not predicting any, may never happen. Hasn't
happened for three hundred years. I don't know why it
should happen now, but I think it.' s something that we
ought to face.
HEADY
You will convey that to the Athletic Council
and athletic director?
I certainly will.
MARTINEZ:
PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
I think there lies a very serious
issue buried in this report, and which I would like to speak

'

J
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about. I would like to begin by sketching~ context from
which I am speaking so that I am not misundersood.
.
Somet~mes, when7ver one comes to this meeting and
discusses this issue, if you speak against it there's a
sense in which people think you are speaking in terms of
being anti-athletic. I am not speaking from that context.
I am a person who has very much enjoyed in his own
life, college athletics in terms of track and ~ross-country .
I like very much to see the teams. I like to see the teams
win and I want that context for my remarks to be very clear
that it doesn't seem as if I am raising an issue here
'
against the sport of athletics on the campus. I am not.
But I want to direct my attention to the way in
which that sport takes place; the way in which it takes
place seems to me to contain a very serious injustice.
If you will look at Table Five, if you brought your
agenda along, you will see under the income item,the very
first item, the amount is three hundred and sixty thousand
dollars from student fees.
If you will look at the total income at the bottom
of that column you will see a figure of one million two
hundred and sixty-five thousand.
That income from student fees is roughly one-fourth
of the total.
Now, I want you to ask yourselves where that incom
in student fees comes from. It comes from a levy on
every student at the university, as art of his tuition
and fees
It amounts to the following: it amounts to
fourteen dollars per semester, or twenty-eight dollars a
year for each student.
0

Now I think that there are a good many students on
this campu; who are relatively poor. I kno of m ny ho
are working part time. I know some who are.working full
time. I know of many who find it very difficult to buy
all their textbooks at the beginning of a semester.
I submit to you that twenty-eight dollars will buy
a good part of their textbooki:..... I submit to you th t there
is a real injustice in taking1,_students twenty-eight do 1 s
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a !ear to ~upport athletes whose scholarships ranged from
thirteen fifty to seventeen eighty for the year.
Now, that's a very comfortable scholarship, and it's
far, far better than most academic scholarships that are
awarded in this university. It does not seem to me fair
in any way to take our students who are suffering the kind
of financial difficulties they have in supporting their
education, and taking twenty-eight dollars from every single
head that registers and asking them to give that money to
support some athlete at sixteen or seventeen hundred a year.
He could use that money to buy textbooks or buy
whatever else he needs. Some people have a very difficult
time as students getting through the month from one end to
the other, buying food, paying their rent. Twenty-eight
dollars -- you can buy a considerable amount of food as a
single person and go a long ways.
This seems to me an inequity, an inequity which th
Faculty should squarely face and it's contained in this
report.
May I remind you now of the context from which I am
speaking, that I began with at the beginning. I am not
here attacking the athletic program. I enjoy that. I
think it's a very nice thing for the university. I think
it's an important part of our public relations with the
alumni, with people in the city and state who find it
difficult to understand academics in any other way than
seeing them play basketball or seeing them play football
and I think I am fully cognizant of the political realities
that exist in that particular connection. But I think
we can accept those political realities and at the ame
time give attention to this injustice to each tudent in
terms of this three hundred and sixty thousand dollars a
twenty-eight dollars a head that comes out each year from
those students.

I therefore would like to move the following reso ut on:
HFADY
Professor Schmidt, I don't know thee
text of your resolution, but if it's
SCHMIDT
HFADY

ct

It's very short.

.

-- if it's a resolution o

culty

nt

n
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or recommendation about what you have just been talking
about, I would think that it would be more in order after
we vote on whether or not to accept the conmittee's repor.
SCHMIDT

Fine.

I will wait until then.

HEADY
Is there any further discussion on the
motion to accept the report of the Athletic Council?
Professor Drummondo
DRUMMOND
I would like to ask Mr. Martinez if
n
his judgment and the judgment of the Athletic Council; he
are carrying out their duties as specified on page t ntyfive of the Faculty Handbook.
On

that page it says as follows:

"The chief duties and functions of the
Athletic Council are to formulate and m nt in
general policies pertaining to intercoll gi te
athleticso"
That's the first statement.
I want to come back to.

There's

nother on

The question I want to ask, first, is: Do you h v
any policies with reference to physical abu e of pla e
by coaches?
MARTINEZ
I believe that in answering th t que tion
we would have to say that thei:eare, in the policies th t
have been adopted by the council, there is no such o c
specifically addressed to that particular ubject.
DRUMMOND
There have been statement mad both n
the press and elsewhere on campus recently that ome ph
abuse has occurred
Has the Athletic Council looked nto
those alleged abuses?
brought up o h
MARTINEZ
The matter has been and fter thi
council at one -- at a recent meeting
po nt d -- o
during this meeting a subcot1E1itt e a
the ch rge .
appointed a subconnnittee to investigate
on
There are, I believe, three or our
committee including Faculty and student,
0

c
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with the chairman of that particular subcommittee he
indicated that he was, as a matter of fact, looki~g into
the allegations, had individually talked to several people
whom we thought were key individuals and would organize
some sort of hearings or further investigation of the
committee, its subcommittee itself, towards the end of
this week or the beginning of next week.
The matter was brought up to the council by one of
the members of the council, and the action that's been
taken has been as a result of that request.
DRUMMOND
May I then ask whether it i the intention
of the council to develop some policies with reference to
physical abuse of the players?
MARTINEZ
I would say that that would be a lo c 1
conclusion perhaps to the investigation. The council h 9
not as such indicated to the subcommittee to d v lop uch
policy. They are merely investigating a articular inci n
or incidences that purportedly have occurred.
·1

The report will come to the cou c 1 Th coun
will then make recommendations, the way I would ee it 1 t 0 1
the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics, nd a tog c
solution or logical conclusion would poss bl b olicr
regarding such abuses, if it is abuse.
I m not r
I don't know.
DRUMMOND
Even if no abuse did occur, should th r
not be such policies?
MARTINEZ
I believe there are un r tten
in my own feeling of that.
DRUMMOND
MARTINEZ

Should they not be
I believe so.

ritten?

DRUMMOND
it seems to me.
such policies?

I would agree

th

I wouldn't disagree

DRUMMOND
Should this Faculty not in
written and that our council write them?
MARTINEZ

otic e

t

the

ith th t, ye

ith this r pon ibi
You are charged
ur co n b ck
u
Can we count o

b

h
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MARTINEZ
I will say, as chairman of the cormnittee
that I will certainly suggest it to the committee and i f '
the committee foll~s the suggestion, and I belie;e they
will, that we certainly would come back with such policy
certainly.
'
May I ask one additional question,

DRUMMOND
Mr. President?
HEADY

Yes, sir.

DRUMMOND
The final item on page twenty-five of the
Handbook says that the athletic council is to advise with
the administration when a director of athletics or an
athletic coach is to be employed or dismissed.
I would like to ask Mr. Martinez if the Athletic
Council advised with the administration with reference to
the recent coach, who was -- who resigned and then as reemployed.
MARTINEZ
I would probably have to object to your
wording because I don't think he was rehired, to begin
with. However, the --

(

DRUMMOND

He is now employed, is he not?

MARTINEZ

He has always been employed.

DRUMMOND

No.

He resigned.

HEADY
I would like to comment on this, Mr. Drummond
if I could. we have a contract with the football coach tha
is a multi-year contract. That contract, as far as I m
concerned has continued to be in force. I do not regard
that we h;d an official resignation and reappointment o
the football coach at the time you are referring to.
DRUMMOND
I heard the man say on television tat'on
at ten o'clock on a particular night -- I don't kno when it
was -- that "I have accepted a position at Baylor Univ
II
and I leave here with regret.
What was -HEADY
I do not regard that as submittin
resignation to the university.
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DRUMMOND
the university?
HEADY

He had not submitted his resignation to

He had not.

DRUMMOND
He had not submitted it to the director
of athletics of the university1
HEADY

and binding on
a statement of
someplace else
day, which has
DRUMMOND

Not in a form that I would regard official
the university any more than I would rega d
a professor one day that he plans to go
and a change of mind on his part the nex
also happened.
Yeah, I am sure that's happened many time.

HEADY
Well, with regard -- Professor Drummond, with
regard to the statement in the policy about the A hletic
Council to advise with the administration hen ad rector
of athletics or athletic coach is to be employed or di missed, there has not, since I have been president, be n
a change in the directorship of athletics or in
he d
coaching job.

•

t

Now, I am not clear as to whether the inten her
would be for every member of the coaching st ff ob
appointed after such consultation. I would regard th t
certainly the council should be consulted and should dvi e
concerning an appointment to the directorshi of
athletics or to a head coaching ·ob.
There may need to be clarification as to th inten
of the Faculty and the wishes of the council on subordin te
coaching positions of which there are quite a numb r.
DRUMMOND
What I really want to know is heh r
i
the Athletic Council is being asked to advise. Th
really what I want to know.
HEADY
Well, it was not consulted in th t hor
h h
interval of time that you are referring to, during
u
Coach Feldman was considering and
king ht turn
n
to be his ultimate decision a out whether to ace P
appointment from Baylor.
u
DRUMMOND
I have a third kind of que tio I
or
like to ask, and it has to do ith
hund ed nd
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thousand dollar item which is not in this -- not in any
of the reports from the Athletic Council that I can find.

I am told it's a hundred and forty thousand dollars
but I really don't know how large the item is. It's -item raised by the group called the Booster Club. What
happens to that hundred and forty thousand dollars? Who
who gets reports on how it is spent? Is it part -- I
don't see it in the income listed here. Is it pent for
intercollegiate athletics at the University of Ne Mexico?
I guess the question I am asking, Mr. Martinez, is: Do
the Athletic Council look at that item, also?
MARTINEZ
I would indicate here that ossibly
that is not a matter of policy, nor a matter of which
council would really have anything other than
advice. However, I do think that the informat on
come to the council and is included in the inform
income.
Now, we would have to ask someone ls to
whether the information on gifts and gr nts ·
not income from the Booster Club, included on
five. This table, this budget as included or
here, is merely what's available to the co.inc·
income and expense~ presumably all income and

h
on

n

The item as to whether the council hou d look
into the method of -- of use of whatever mone
n
from the Booster Club, I don't know. I do 't e 1 Y k o
We have not looked at it, per se. We have ooked
overall budget.
HEADY

Mro Perovich.

To answer your question
eh v
MR. PEROVICH thousand
dollars a year from th
getting about forty

Mexico Club, Booster Club, and that does app
income item.

n

DRUMMOND
John, they announced to the coumun
they raised a hundred and forty thou and doll r
ut
does the other hundred thousand go?
k them.
PEROVICH You will have to
DRUMMOND
Hundred an
corrected here to my left
She

ent -f v?
ys th t th

n

b

h

V

m

t
h r

t
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a hundred and twenty-five thousand, rather than a hundred
and forty.
HOYT
HEADY

Mr. President.
Professor Hoyt.

HOYT
I am intrigued by this item also
If it
isn't given to the university, there is a disc;epancy here
of eighty-five thousand dollars and I wonder what it is
being used foro Is it a matter of bribes to the players
or somebody? It seems to me this is something that the
Athletic Council ought to investigate.
PEROVICH What they do, the money they raise, the
current year, they remit to us to be expended for the
next year. So the money that they are soliciting this
year will be turned over to the university to expend next
year.
Now, I don't know how much they are going to turn
over to us. All I know is that they have been turning over
about forty thousand dollars a year.
DRUMMOND
In other words, last year you got about
forty thousand dollars?
PEROVICH
Yeso That's right.
They doh ve some
expenseso They have an executive secretary and secret ry
and an office and I suppose they charge some of those
expenditures to their operating expenses, soliciting.
HEADY
I might add that as president of the
university, I am very much aware of ~he fact that there
are conferences and N.C.A.A. regulations as to ho money
raised from whatever source may be spent, in connection
with the athletic rogram. In that regard, certainly, we
are concerned with what happens to the Booster Club
generating moneyo
But it is also important, I think, to say that th t
is not a University unit. It is a separate legal org niz tion.
Yes, siro
•

PROFESSOR ZEPPER
Rather than a k hat the Co nci
doesn't do, I would like to suggest that the Council pre en
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to the Faculty in the form of a report of breaking all of
the expenses down into the sport areas and then comparing
this with the income from these areas and student attendance
at these particular functions.
I believe they do keep a record of the number of
students that attend each and every event so that we see
how many students whose money are being used to supplement
the athletic funds are being used here and break the
student A.E. or athletic aid down into specific areas and
attitude under football, basketball, and also training
tables, and then have a general area where it indicates
what the general athletic expenses are for the office that
oversees all athletic events so we can see which areas
come close to paying their way and which ones are being
supplemented to the greatest extent in case there comes a
more austere budget than usually -- the record at the
University of New Mexico
that there would be prior tests
made in case there needs to be a cutback in any athletic
endeavor.
HEADY

Further discussion to the motion?

Yes, siro
PROFESSOR BROWN
I would like to refer briefly once
again to what Professor Drummond mentioned first were the
allegations of physical abuse in the athletic program and
I wonder if you would be willing to conunent whether you
had independent knowledge of these charges from Athletic
Council, and if you had taken any administrative procedures in response to this?
HEADY
I had one -- had some communications early
last fall with regard to one incident and I did look into
it and I think it was resolved satisfactorily to the people
involved in that incident.
On the incidents that presumably are being presented

to the Athletic Council now, I do not have any further
information than the Athletic Council has.
BROWN
These aren't the same incidents that you heard
last fall and they are looking at?
HEADY
I am not sure whether they are the same or -I know of the one incident, whether that is included in the
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inc idents that ar e being brought to the attention of the
council now or whe t her t here are others. I am not sure •
. PROFESSOR TILLOTSON Mr. Heady, I had one little
que sti on: I s the only source of income under the gifts
and grant s category the money produced by the Boosters
or loca l c l ub? Are there no endowments?
HF.ADY
answer that.

I will have to call on Mr. Perovich to

PEROVICH

Yes, t hat's the only money.

TI LLOTSON It's all on -- are there no endowed
scholarships of any sort?
PEROVICH

For athletics?

Not to my knowledge.

TILLOTSON
And no other continuing funds within
the univer sity for athletics besides that was produced by
this every year?
PROFESSOR PARKE
John, there is one: John Baker
Memorial. I assume that's a gift.
TILLOTSON I assume there -- there's money coming
from omewhere else that makes up that forty thousand
dollars, so that that means that actually there is more
of t hat hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars from the
Boosters that is missing than we are now aware of, and
we think we have forty thousand dollars accounted for and
I wonder whether it may not be thirty-five or thirty, and
so on.
PROFESSOR GREEN
I believe there was an item of
permanent investment in athletics that produced some
thirteen thousand dollars and that was added to some
thirty thousand.
PEROVICH

Not for scholarship.

GREEN
No but for athletics, the athletic funds.
I did notice that'that fund was increased at that time by,
I think -- I don't have the numbers here -- but this is
part of the report of the connnittee that you set up to
look into the whole student aid business, and we have
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gone into this as much as we could. It should have been
included with this agenda on our report, but it was pp rently
held up for want of a sunnnary, is that right?
It's in the mail right now, John.
GREEN
But there was an item of permanent funds
for athletics that does produce income and that was also
increased, as I say, I think it was thirty thousand dollar.
I wondered myself where the funds for increasing the amount
came from.
PEROVICH
Primarily from two sources: from the
earnings of the endowment, and from broadcast rights from
regional television and items such as that.
GREEN
No, because that money was accounted fo o herwise. This was money made by the permanent fund, ent ·nto
making up a deficit and then in addition to that, the
principal of the permanent fund was increased dur ng th
year.
PEROVICH

Yes.

GREEN And there was no indication
for increasing the fund came from.
PEROVICH
GREEN
elsewhere.

No.

PEROVICH

here th

mo e

From broadcast rights.
Broadcast rights had

lre dy b

nt

Maybe not all the broadcast right •

GREEN All that you showed in the comptrolle '
reports. Well, there was some fourteen thou and do 1 r

•

th
on y
PEROVICH
I don't know, but th t's h re
tru
t
comes from. An increase of the permanent -- the p nt
funds in athletics. Now, none of that money i
for scholarship •
th
ncom
TILLOTSON
But my que tion
ring h h
and not about the expenditure and I w
p rtm n
since this is total income of th
thl
PEROVICH

These

re

ppropri t d nd do

o
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include trust funds.
GREEN

There are trust funds.

PEROVICH We have one trust fund for athletics.
~e ~ay have one small minor scholarship fund as Doctor Parker
indicated, a specific fund of a memorial for a student
athlete. We treat those accounts just like we treat any
other student trust fund account.
We don't charge a scholarship for a student trust
account to appropriate an account.
HFADY

Professor Drummond.

DRUMMOND
I have one question I would like to raise :
It does not have to do with Mr. Martinez, but it does have
to do with respect to the situation with Mr. Feldman.
~

I learned sometime ago not t o ~ , everything
that Leroy Bearman writes in his column, but if what
Mro Bearman wrote in his column even approaches the
truth, I am wondering whether the statement on Eighteen-B
of the rights and responsibilities at the University of
New Mexico, which starts out, "The Regents recognize and
approve(a) the authority and responsibility of the
administration in all matters relating to the operation
of the university" -- I wondered if, in your judgment,
that agreement between the Regents, the administration,
and the Faculty of this university, was undermined by
the actions of the chairman of the Board of Regents as
reported in the press.
HFADY Well, my first response to that, Professor
Drummond is that I do not believe everything that
Mr. Bearr:ian writes.-.in the paper. There was some discussion,
considerable discussion at the Athletic Council meeting
about the sequence of events there.
I do not regard that what happened undermined the
statement in the Handbook that you have referred to. I
will be glad to answer any specific questions that you or
others might have in mind about what did transpire.
DRUMMOND
I really don't have any specific questions,
Mr. Heady. I just want this Faculty to hold the Regents
to this, if we can.

•
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HEADY Well, my -- my smmnary comment about what
happened is that the things that were discussed with Coach
Feldman during the time that he was considering the offer
from Baylor University, both in terms of what he was told
he could count on, and things that he could not count on
were told to him by the athletic director and the presid;nt
in all substantial matters.
There is one point of fact that I want -- do want
to clarify, and that is that although I left Albuquerque
on Thursday morning of that week I do not recall the
exact date, it was -- it was the"aay after Coach Feldm n
had been to visit the Baylor campus--! was not out of
touch with the participants up to and including th tim
that he announced that he was staying here rather th n
going.

•

There is telephonic communication in these d y

nd

I was on the phone that afternoon and the following morning,
Friday morning, with the participants. Now, those
participants did include Regent Horn, and hem yin urn
have talked to other regents. But I do not reg rd the
language here as barring requests for and receipt of
information by the president of the Board of Regent
d
by other regents in such a matter, if they are int r
in getting such information.
The point I want to make is that decision w th
regard to what the ~iversity's response would b to
competing offer were made by the responsible dministr
tive officers of the University, and if that were not
the case, I would be as concerned and erhaps more o th n
you are.
DRUMMOND Well, I would think you would be concerned, but I think we ought to be concerned, too.
HEADY

I agree.

DRUMMOND
Because if it can ha pen ith footb
V n
coach, it can happen with a professor of English o
one of elementary education.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

PROFESSOR COTTRELL
I want to support
b to
about an d I am 1 d to h
lki
Professor Drummond is ta
ng
•

1
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you express your concern over this.
According to the accounts of the news media
at the time,Governor -- Regent Horn and Governor King
were in connnunication, had a great deal to do with retaining Rudy Feldman here. I was very frightened at
that moment for the University of New Mexico. I think I
have seen, in the last couple of years, a considerable
tendency of the regents to get more involved in admin stration rather than the management and control• ct... you
know, at times;:-number of us differ with you ve'ry~much, but
we can argue and fight and we will resolve it.
But I think it would be disastr9,ys for this
university if the regents began to tell;they can and hould
take the responsibility to make a number of these admin
tration decision;and I am glad that you did play a role
and that your· director of athletics·~ involved in th
negotiations, because actually, from the medi~ we coul
not have told that. Many of us in the Faculty had every
reason for alarm, because as Harold has pointed out,
it can happen to a football coach, it can ha pen with
anyone in the University. And I -- I won't t ke the tim
to~ot9-into other little things that
woul A ppe r to
us~e regentsw are beginning to administer som wh t mor
than they should and I think the line is getting very
fuzzy, Mr. President, and we would urge there be ome
delin..fation of the question of management and control
and administration, as they have promised us very rec n 1
as a matter of fact, when we had this last meeting.
HEADY Well, I welcome the opportunity to t te t e
events that took place, as I see them, both here and in the
Athletic Council. I think whatever views individu 1
members of the Faculty or the Faculty as a body may h v
on delinfation of duties between regents and admini t
v
officers, they should feel free to express and they houl
express for themselves.
I feel an obligation and I certainly intend to
express my views as the chief administrative officer on
that matter, to the regents anytime I feel moved to do
I guess we are still discu sing the motion to
Is the
a ccept the report Of the At hletic Council
more discussion?

n

0 ••

.
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HOWARTH
I am still very concerned about this
mysterious eighty-five thousand dollars, and I feel unwilling
to accept this report with our knowledge of this.
I would like to move that this report be referred
back to the Athletic Council to present it at our next
meeting with a request that they find out and report to
us whether this eighty-five thousand dollars exists, or
existed, and to find out what we can about what happens
or what happened to it.
HEADY
Booster Club?

Are you referring now to moneys of the Lobo

HOWARTH

Yes.

HEADY
Well, I would just like to conunent on that,
that I am not sure that we have any legal right to force
that information from the officers of the Lobo Club.
HOWARTH
HEADY

I think we have a right to request -We can request.

HOOARTH

Yes.

HEADY
So if you would put it in the form of making
a request, I will be glad to accept it.
HOWARTH
I think I did. I suggested that the
Athletic Council find out what they can about the existence
of this money.
HEADY
All right. You are moving, as an amendment,
I guess -- no, it's a motion to.re~er, wit~ a request of
the Athletic Council to seek this 1nformat1on from the Lobo
Club.
HOWARTH
HEADY

..

Yes o
Is there a second to that motion?

(Secondedo)
HEADY
MARTINEZ

Discussion?
May I ask the question here about the
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eighty-five thousand dollars? Are you indicating that there
was, for the fiscal year '70- 1 71, eighty-five thousand
dollars in addition to the forty?
~OWARTH
No, I am just asking -- John, I am puzzled
by the information that we have been getting from
Professor Drummond which doesn't -- I am concerned abou
an apparent discrepancy between a claim that the Lobo
Boosters Club has raised a hundred and twenty-five thousand
dollars, and the statement here that the University
received forty thousando I have no idea -- this is the
first I have ever heard of this. I am curious to kno
whether this money existed and if so, what happened to t.
SMITH

Mr .. President ..

HEADY

Yes.

SMITH I suspect there is a confusion here over
which year is under discussion. Mr. Drurmnond, did you
did yoursuggestion -- did you mean to suggest that in
fiscal 1971, ending June, 1971, the Boosters Club r sed
a hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars? Is that wh t
you said?
DRUMMOND
No. I just read -- all I know
Will Rogers .. I read what Mr. Bearman says in th
they have been gloating over the fact that :hey r
hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars this year.
But

SMITH
DRUMMOND
SMITH

r.

that's this year.
Okay.

And the report is for last year.

DRUMMOND
I would like -- I would re lly like th
committee to find out how much they raised last ye r.
•

HEADY
As I understand it, hat you
interested in is what is the differential.
HOWARTH

re real Y

I just want to kno what's going on.

HEADY
From year to year,
the Booster Club and what is made as a
for support of the athletic progra

hat i r ised
ift to th

nd

00327
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Yes.

HOWA TH

You see, Mr. President --

SMITH

HOWARTH
There may be no discrepancy
to know if there -•

I would like

SMITH
Pardon me, one word further. I think I know -this report is made up directly from the comptroller's
report which is made up after the close of each fiscal
right, John?
year,
PEROVICH

Right.

SMITH And I think that
University comptroller's report
and approve, and approves, so I
here but misunderstanding about

I know what is in the
is what the auditors find
think there's nothing
dates.

GREEN

Mr. Heady.

HEADY

Yes, Professor Green.

GREEN It's more complicated than that, Sherman,
because there are two financ~reports. There is the one
that is dealt with by the Ba: aa of Educational Finance and
then there's the comptroller's report and these are not
exactly the same in detail. They treat the things from
different directions.
~

I would like to add, if I may,Athe motion to refer,
that this question of the permanent funds be investigated
because that is never indicated here at all, the source
of this. And then the expenditure of the returns from it
in addition to the broadcast rights. These are all very
germane matters, including the funds that the Boosters
raise that we do not have the control of spending, because
it certainly does influence the academic program at U.N.M.
l=A-1:, f

· .
Maybe we can avoid the forma. 1 ities
of
fixing · up the exact language here. Do you think you
understand what

MARTINEZ

Yes.

-~~'M,"g
if the

asked of the Athletic Council,
~~ motion to refer back?
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MARTINEZ

Yes.

HEADY
Any further discussion? Those in favor o
the motion to refer, please say "aye"; opposed "no."

•

Motion is carried.
Now, Professor Schmidt.
SCHMIDT
Quite a bit has transpired since I pok
which I found very, very interesting. I would like to
begin, though, by reminding you out of context with wh·ch
I spoke, the particular item that the students, and m n poo
students are having to pay some twenty-eight dollar
year for the support of athletic scholarships and th
this seems to me an injustice to those poor student
in this specific regard, I would like to offer th fo
n
resolution:

C

I~ve that the general Faculty request the eg n
to seek ways and means to fund athletic schol r hip
do not require many poor students to deprive thems lv
for the support of others.

I will read it once more.
_I)iove that the general Faculty request th R g
to seek ways and means to fund athletic scholar hip t
do not require many poor students to deprive them lv
for the support of others.
HEADY

.Is there a second?

COTTRELL
Shouldn't that be directed to the
administration rather than the regents? I think once
again we are asking the regent to administer cert ·n
things
I would like to clarify that
tter.
I ill
SCHMIDT
I think that is
good ·dea
direct the request to the ·administration.
0

j

HEADY
Do you all have the
the wording, Mr. Secretary?
DURRIE

Yes.

(Seconded.)

ording?

Do

ou h
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•

•

HEADY, It's been seconded. I am not sure this is
participating_:;:1debate on the motion, Professor Schmidt but
I would like to connnent that the matter of mandatory ;tuden
fees for the support of athletics has come up in discu sion
with me on a number of occasions and I have told
individual students and officers of the A.S.U.N.M. and the
GoS.Ao that as far as I am concerned, the decisions about
this are very much an open matter and I would welcome
indications of student views about this, including perhap
in the form of a reso~ion from the A.S.U.N.M. student
senate or the G.S.A. or a referendum of the student body
if they wish to do that.
I want to indicate that this is something that I h ve
told students that have brought it upJthat it is not
set
matter as far as the administration is concerned.
Is there discussion on the motion?
MISS AMSDEM
I have talked to a member of the
A.S.UoN.M. senate about this, and actually he brough it
up to me. He wants to run a campaign on th
on th
issue, but actually the point that he would ask for i
that student fees be completely abolished
th
students attending U.N.M.)which makes it a completely
intriguing campaign.
HEADY

More than one problem there.

COTTRELL
The student fees that the student
usually talk about do not go to pay for that. Th Y buy
an activity card. There's not one dineof that th t goe
to the athletic program. They pay
tuition, called
tuition and fees and it is there where the fourteen
dollars comes fr~m and I don't think a lot of studen
understand this.
I have those who do object and I have objected 0
this mandatory payment of the athletic ~rogr m by the
students for a number of years. There is twenty-eight
dollars of their annual tuition, called tuition nd ee
that goes to thiso
·~
hich th y uy
There's student activity ticket the Un'on nd
which has monef for paying the bond on ·on nd o
certain other costs of A.S.U.N.M. ope
is a totally different item.
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The confusion came about several years ago because
the activity ticket was used as a means of letting them
get in the games, but they paid for the athletic program
whether they had an activity ticket or not. And this h s
never been clear. It's very confusing. I really think
one of the things we should undertake very quickly is
finding out if we cannot · put this on a basis where athle c
tickets will be sold to students at a reasonable rate,
similar to what they pay right now, on a blanket basis,
and only those who pay for them -- or only those who want
to go to the games will have to pay for them and get aw
from this mandatory twenty-eight dollars out of thi
tuition and fees going to this each year. I think thi
is wrong.
Now, they should be raising the question, but
of them are confused about it because it is kind of
hidden.
HFADY

Professor Green.

GREEN

I don't know that that's quite right

COTTRELL

n

rion.

Maybe I am confused.

GREEN Well, in '69-'70 there was a hundred nd
five dollars as I remember the number, a hundred nd
five dollars'in tuition and hundred and five doll r i
fees. So it came out two hundred and ten dollars. Of
the fees hundred and five dollars, something like sixtyeight pe;cent went to paying for buildings, conduits
nd
such things as that around here.
in
Now, I am relying on memory. You will get thi
the report. Twelve percent went for the athletics and
this is the three hundred and sixty thousand dollars.
.
percent went for health
Nine po i nt some th1ng
services and nine something less percent went to 11
other student activities.
/

HEADY

Professor Ikle.

PROFESSOR tKii
very minor matt r. Would Prof o
d"
"?
Otherwise
Schmidt agree to delete the wor
ny in th t ould h v
have a few poor students that would re
to payo
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oo.
You want to leave that out, Professor Schmidt?

HFADY
SCHMIDT

Yes.

HEADY
I am going to follow -- if you wish to move
that as an amendment.
/

IKLE

Yes, I wish to amend that.

(Seconded)
HEADY
It would be to remove the word "many" from
the text of the resolution as proposed by Professor Schmidt.
SCHMIDT
"no."

Happy to accept the suggestion.

HFADY
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed,
Amendment is carried.
Further discussion?

Mrs. Amsden.

AMSDEN
It concerns the word "poor." Why should a
rich tudent have to pay and at what point does a poor
student become a rich student?
HEADY
You wish to respond to that inquiry,
Professor Schmidt?
~ _<;,_HMIDT
Yes. I think the reason I want to include
that is'.:i think it /:rings before anyone reading this; the
kind o?'injustice that is particularly manifest, although
I can agree with you it's a hard line to draw. I am trying
to draw attention to the injustice involved.
HEADY
Further discussion? Those in favor of the
motion, please say "aye"; opposed "no."
The motion is carried.
Is there any further matter concerning the annual
report of the Athletic Council?
Next item is the annual report on the Committee on
Scholarships, Prizes, Loans, and High School Relations. I
think Mr. McDonald is prepared to give that report.
MR. McDONALD

President Heady and Faculty, I would

Annual Report
of committee
on Scholarships, Prizes,
Loans, and
High School
Relations
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like for you if you would, to turn to the back page of the
agenda to give you a little background. I think the best
way would be to run through~~ of the items that we have
as financial aid that goes ii;>~-ffie St:udent financial Aid
Gffice, and I will explain briefly as I go through and I
want to refer back to the preceding page which breaks down
scholarshi funds.
.
University and sponsored scholarship moneys, we had
eighteen hundred and forty students for some four hundred
and thirty-seven thousand dollars.
Now, these are scholarships that the funds come
from all sources, including state trust funds and
miscellaneous such as clubs, businesses and outside groups.
We give need scholarships as well as academic
scholarships. At the present time, approximately fortyseven percent of the scholarships given are given on the
basis of need; the remainder strictly academic.
Educational opportunity grants. Some five hundred
and twenty-seven students, two hundred sixty-seven thousand
dollars. A federal program. The students must show need
to get this money. It is basically poverty-level families.
Family income of less than six thousand dollars. These
grants are renewable for four years. Half of the students
educational need, as we determine it, may come from this
source but there must be a matching half that comes from
some other source, such as scholarships, work, or loan.
But the source must be outside the family.
National defense student loans, again is a need
program. When I say "need," the need is determined by a
family financial statement furnished to our office and
we do a needs analysis on the income to determine the need.
It again is a federal program, fourteen hundred fiftyfo~r stud;nts and eight hundred and twenty-five thousand
dollars.
Student Nursing Loan is again a need program and is
basically the same as the national defense.
Cuban loan program, same, basically same.program;
federally insured loan program and the New Mexico student
loan program are essentially the same. They ar7 both
federally guaranteed loans and they go to families of

ooa:i2

,,· .
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middle income bracket, where the adjusted family income i
less than fifteen thousand dollars a year which would
normally mean the family could make around eighteen
thousand dollars a year and still qualify for a federallyinsured loan. Those that the four hundred and sixty-eight
for four hundred thousand dollars, was money loaned b
banks or outside organizations.
The state loan program was the one th t wa
by the state legislature last year, where bonds are
by the state and University of New Mexico administer
program for all colleges and accredited schools th
part of the program.
Incidentally, that program this year will run
considerably more than that. The federally-inure po
on
will drop, but the New Mexico student loan pro rm i 1
become much greater.
College work-study program is again an d
Students must show need by a financial st tern nt.
may work up to fifteen hours a week, any week th t
h v
a classo When they work out their need, they r
kn
off of the program. If they had a need of thre hund
dollars and they have earned three hundred doll r
they are taken off and someone else put on
Short-term loan program. These re norm 11
funds, memorial funds that are given for tudent hor term loans which are ninety-day, four percent int
minimum -- maximum loan of a hundred dollars.
There's about twenty-five thous nd dolla
th r
and we reloan it during the year is the reason t h
more expenditure.
E.F.I. is a tuition-type program bet
n
r n
and student. The funds are admini tered through ou
office.
Deferred tuition notes
Thi
unable to pay tuition in a 1
a third down. We will accept
ayment of the balance of their tuit o
but the university must put up the und
deferred tuition notes.

1th
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Fe~eral.nurs~ng scholarships. These are needs
scholarships given in proportion to the student need
progra~ above and are given to needy students. Again,
much like the E.O.G. program.
Law enforcement education program is the head
program for people in the law enforcement. We give them
loans and grants to go to school or those that plan on
going into law enforcement.
Health professions loans comes in pharmacy and the
medical school.
The other B.I.A. Navajo, B.I.A. All-Indian Pueblo
9ou~cil are funds that are given by outside agencies as
indicated, but the funds are administered through our
office, as are the others there.
And then, of course, the athletic grant-in-aid,
plus training table and books, you have discussed on
the other reporto
Now, if you would turn back one page, I would like
to briefly as possible go over the scholarship report of
funds. It's broken down a little more, but it's the
first item that was on the summary sheet.
University scholarships, a hundred and ninety-two
thousand dollarso This is moneys that derive from the
three percent as provided by the state legislature of
the preceding fall enrollment.
Tuition-type scholarships
incidentally, onethird of those by law must be given on the basis of need.
Trust scholarships.
from endowments.

These are funds that are earned

Miscellaneous scholarships, or scholarships that
come from outside sources. Someone mentioned both the
Baker Memorial. Any other athletic scholarships that
come in are in this incidentally. That is not a trust
account. It's a -- ' the gentleman that gives that likes
we bill him every year and he sends the funds for that.
It's not a trust.

.

Move on down the page.

We have broken down by enrollment
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of college the number of people in the college on
scholarships, the amount of money that comes to, and
of course, the percentages that break out to the right.
I might mention that unless it's a miscellaneou
scholarship that the donor insists that the student mu t
belong to a ce:tain department or college, the univer tytype scholarships and those that are not stipulat d
given without regard to college or major of the student.
I think pretty basically the percentage
well distributed on that basis.

1

are

If there's any questions, Mr. Heady, I would
glad to answer them.
HFADY

Are there any questions on the re or

?

Yes, siro
PROFESSOR ALLEN
He mentioned a number of und
that are given the university and administered throu h
the university. Does the university get fort -th
percent of those funds? Like if I bring n
and try to pay a graduate student.
McDONALD
I don't understand what you men
forty-three percent." All of it goes to the tuden
All of the moneyo
ALLEN
If I get a grant, do I want top y
graduate student for, I have to get forty-three ere nt
more than that because the university takes th t uch.
Presumably for administrative costs.
McDONALD
No. The national defense tuden
program the educational opportunity grou , and th
study p;ogram, we do get a three ercent admin tr ti
cost at the end of the year of wh t eh ve
ent.
HFADY

Mr. Perovich.

PEROVICH
We don't charge overhead to any o
scholarship funds. Three percent money th th d
about is a three percent that e get ro th fe r
government on our N.E.A. and our sc ol r h
u
do not charge an overhead to the tru
und
or

n
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scholarships that we administer.
HEADY

Professor Christman.

CHRISTMAN
Yes. In university scholarships of a
hundre~ and n~nety-three-some thousand dollars, you said
one-third of it had to be granted to people students that
have need, right?
'
McDONALD

Yes, sir.

CHRISTMAN
What is the policy? How many that was
granted to did have need? I assume more than one-third.
McDONALD
About · forty-seven percent. Now, that
doesn't mean that there aren't also academically strong
students who can have a need, destitute, and he's a good
student and those are the ones that we try to help first.
So of the forty-seven percent, they are needy, but they are
most of them in turn are good students.
HEADY

Yes, Miss Chavez.

MISS CHAVEZ
HEADY

May I speak to this?

Yes.

CHAVEZ
I want to ask you about the ninety-d'y
short-term loan. I want to know how come it is that a
work study student is not given his paycheck until he
pays back the loan in full, which means that if I borrow
on a short-term loan a few days before I get my paycheck,
let's say I borrowed fifty dollars, fifty dollars is taken
out of my paycheck or else I can't get paid at all.
They won't hand it over to me.
McDONALD
Well, I am not familiar with that
practice and if the note is not due, your short-term
loan is not due, if you stipulated on the application
that you would pay it out of work study funds, then,
of course it is taken out. But if you are given ninety
days for a' repayment, then it certainly should.be taken
out, and if it is, if you will come to us we will
certainly take care of it.
CHAVEZ
It sounds like if I say that my whole income
is from work study, then it's automatically going to be
taken out of my check.
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McDONALD
No. There's a repayment date and the
date that you will repay and from what source, also, and
the date is what is important.
HEADY
Miss Chavez, will you pursue this further
with his office and let me know if it isn't worked out to
your satisfaction and I will be glad to take a look at it.
Any further questions?
Professor Schmidt.
SCHMIDT
May I just make a quick observation after
doing some long division that takes me a minute or two?
If you take the last page of
aid which includes loans as well as
divided the number of students into
amounts to four hundred and fifteen

summary of all financial
scholarships and
the total amount, it
dollars per studento

Go back to the previous page and take the totals there

and divide them and it amounts to two hundred and thirtyseven dollarso
And I ask you, in the light of my previous motion
to contrast those two figures: the fourteen, fifteen,
and sixteen hundred dollars for athletic scholarships.
HEADY

Professor Green.

GREEN
I would like to say that in our study of
student aid/', I and I think the entire conunittee ~as
very much impressed by the operation of our .student Aids
~fice.
Mr. McDonald and Mr. Sheehan~ know what they ··
are doing. They are able to explain it to us,.and I
certainly feel that they have done a -- are doing a very
good job and a very fair job of handling this money.
HEADY

I hope you will cherish that comment.
I will sit down on thata

McDONALD
HEADY

Is there anything else?

would you excuse me -- would you identify yourself?
ALLEN

r

didn't mean to say that the University
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should t ke forty-three percent from the scholarship
fund.
HF.ADY

We didn't misunderstand you on that.

ALLE
o. I wanted to know why they take it
from ostensibly the same sort of funds for students
graduate students.
'
HEADY

I don't think that's germane to the topic

before us.

ALLE
shi

I thought I would inquire and throw it out.

HFADY
Anything else on the report of the ScholarCommittee?

le-~

I think that brings us proposal concerning a women's
study program. I understand1rofessor Christman wants
to be recognized in connection with that.
CHRIST N The subcommittee of the Faculty Policy
Co1DDittee has been studying the role of women in the
iversity and this connnittee has presented a report to
the Policy Connnittee proposing establishment of a special
program in women's studies.
We believe that these programs, in this related
proposal, should have a wider and~ediate discussion
than could be given in the committee.
Accordingly, on behalf of the Faculty Policy
Committee, I move that the Faculty argrove in principle
the establishment of a women's studl program and forward
the proposal of the women's study committee to the
Curricula-Committee and the administration for consideration and recommendation back to the Faculty.

TILLOTSON

(Seconded.)

HEADY
Do you have the text?
once more, please, Karl?

Would you read it

CHRISTMAN
I move that the Faculty approve in
principle the establishment of a women's stud~program
and forward the proposal of a women's study committee
to the Curricula Committee and the administration for

Women's
Studies
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consideration and recommendations back to the Faculty.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY

Is there discussion?

Professor Tillotson.

TILLOTSON
There are two corrections I hav
o
k •
One of them is that it's not fair I think to refe to
h. proposal as a proposal for program.
'
'
tis
It's
proposal
for women's studies to be established at the
ive sity
without any real programmatic structure, although
ro r. m
would be possible as a result of whatever kind of conclusions the Faculty, the Curricula Committee, and the
administration come to about the best ways to h ndle h
proposal.
The second thing is that this proposal has lr dy
been sent to the administration and to the Curricul
Committee so the thing that the Faculty is being sk d o
do, at this time, is primarily to approve the ide o
h
establishment of women's studies in princip e hich
give the administration and Curricula Conmitt e o ork
on or with or reason to work at all, I im gine.

Now, what?
all right.

9~
Trying

to be organized and

ho

you --

The assumption behind this proposal i th t o en'
studies is an area of immense intellectual va ue o chool
teachers, to students as a result of the past negle
o
the experience of women, and we are specifically t lkin
about academic neglect, not any other kind.
But as a result of that neglect, e find ou
in a rather exci~ position that e have the opport
to make up for that neglect. It's as if a hole n
or a bunch of new field fo study have been open d
us and we now have the opportunity to teach and to
that fieldo
The value of women' studies for thi k nd of
opportunity is not for women only
It' for 11
for human beings; men a .well as o e h ve b
of the knowledge of the expe ie ce of omen
of women, the capacities of women, th ne d

n
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r

studies is an area -- or an area of studies
c d ically, and as academically respectable
ve been doing, which is essentially male

s

th

1 is -- suggests that both men and women
rtuni Y now to study, to discuss women as well
bin • The program is not asking that the
thing different from what it already
ng that it do it for the females as well
les .

n did this, man invented fire, and man invented
wh el.
n ay.

I h veto mention this one because I was trying to
be log·cal and I am not logical, or I am not organized -I am extr el orderly -- I am extremely logical -- I am
e tre 1 di orderly.
o n ointed out that women sit in college
o
whether it is psychology or English and hear
te ent e have an "Oedipus Complex" and we
nt to kill our fathers and marry our mothers,'' and
Fifty
no one thinks of saying, "That is not true."
percent of the opulation.
A

In so e colleges and some departments, very, very
few omen's tudies courses have been taught when the
chairm
or the dean or somebody can be persuaded that
it'
o ething worth doing and when you can find a
Faculty memoer, male or female, who both has the time and
the int rest and the knowledge to do it.
o
in several fields in which a real need for women's
,
study course ha e. m de itself felt enough, they have the
faculty tote ch tho e courses, graduate assistants have
tu ht them temporary people who are not regular members
of th f culty that have been called in to teach the courses.

'
The experience of the people who have taught womens
studie courses and the people who have taken them, both
male and fe le is that it is an immensely rewarding,
exciting field ~f study. Really, one does have the feeling
that you are teaching and studying something new and
something tremendously valuable.
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h
as for four years the chairman of the
terature Comnittee, this morning told me
th Faculty, without a conmitment of some
ram, he used the word "deliquesce."

so

"Can't comparat i ve literature deliquesce1"

H

't kn
hat this means, but I think he
or
es
or
disa pears. So that's why this
mean
a k you to -- well, the motion asks you
ropo
the
roposal, the proposal asks for the
to
nt of three faculty positions: teaching
e ular guys, just like you and me, no
tive, no vice president, just people to teach
curse .
v
do

ee ha t ! as gong
to say -- yes -i
and t's n t really in an arts and sciences problem. I
th
they
ere ponsible -- I am trying to be
res onsible -- it's courses in the College of Law,
Colleg o Education, in medicine, in many departments
of arts nd sciences, ones where you wouldn't expect
it, and int rdisci linary programs.
Lt '

The
proval of the idea of establishing women's
studies would ean a cormnitment to begin to establish
courses in all fields where they belong and therefore
I strongly urge you to vote for this proposal, to
a prove th establishment of women's studies in the
Univer ity of New Mexico, If you would like a list of
schools at hich it has already been done, I would be
glad to tell you. Thank you.
HF.ADY

I have several hands.

I will start with

Pro essor Jones.
PROFESSO JONES
Speaking as an ex-male
chauvinist who has served on the women's studies ad hoc
counnittee for the last year or so, I would like to
stress what I think Marcia tried to and was a bit
embarr ssed doing the academic respectability of what
is really a very ;apidly growing field called women's
studies.
I k
in terms of the experience that the students
have had i~o;he American courses studies, which have been
called omen's studies for the last year, we have had three

1
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such courses dealing with both male and females that
universally the students have been quite enthus;d about
what was happening and it was not just simply a
consciousness-expanding experience. It was for those
who were concerned with academic legitimacy. It was
really academic •

•

.
Granted, for a lot of people, male and female lik
it was also a consciousness-expanding classroom exoerience
but that, too, I do think most of us would agree is
educational.
Also, I did find it necessary at one point to go
through the two M.L.A. reports, surveys that wer done by
the Modern Languages Association, which I think i
probably the epitomy of our professional organization
in terms of respectability and concerns for tandard
and was frankly overwhelmed by the amount of re e ch
of that has already been done and the number of cour
and programs that are already established throughou
the country.
So we are not being asked to do something hich
is radically innovative, or something in the middle o
the train, and we are not being asked to sacrifice an
of our so-called academic standards, I do think in
supporting this proposal, we would be offering omethin
to a large number of undergraduates which a large numb
of undergraduates do want and need.
HEADY

Dean Adams.

DEAN ADAMS
I would like to ask a point of
information. I guess with Mr. Christman, it's his
motion and Doctor Tillotson's coDJDents.
You said you wanted approval of the idea o a
women's study program and this was specific reference to
approval of this proposal. I am uncle r whether ear
being asked in your motion to approve in princip
th
idea of a women's studies program, or hether we re b n
asked to include in princip e this propo ed pro
TILLOTSON
confusion.

I

ADAMS

I think I am the one that er

Yes, you did.

That'

hy I

m

t

ted

h

n

u
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but I think it's Mr. Christman's motion so I felt th th
had to clarify what he intended by the motion.
CHRISTMAN
Yes, I think it is probably a welltaken pointo I think I should read it again, bee u
very carefully discussed this specific oint in the
Policy Cormnittee.
We were unanimously -- I believe unanimou 1
were highly in favor of the princip e of a omen'
program being studied and perhaps initiated, if
else fit, in terms of budget and if it didn't,
and really getting on board and doing something
But we didn't think that our comm ttee w
representative enough of all the ramific tion o
programs. We thought much of it was the preroga iv
the Curricula Cormnittee, as well it would have to
We also compared the fact that over th y
have had other kinds of special programs, and
offered or proposed which didn't have a real r
home because it didn't come from a specific d p
So how else can you get something on th
the Faculty but to do this and have the Faculty n
in dialogue about it and then have the relev nt
committees do whatever detailed investigative e
r.ch
and work and fitting they have to do.
In order that it didn't just get filed, e are
also asking the Faculty to vote that it actu lly co
back to the Faculty with a reconmendation to ace pt h
is put up or noto
You still haven't answered my que tio.
ADAMS
CHRISTMAN
Right. The motion aid that th
should approve in princip.l the establishment o
study program, and forward the
opo al of th
study cormnittee to the Curricula Co ittee and
tration for consideration and r co
nd
on b
Faculty.
We are not proposing that you p
It may

..

s th

1'.'

•
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ADAMS
principie?

Or even approve this particular proposal in

CHRISTMAN
HEADY

Right.

All right.

Professor Alexander.

ALEXANDER
Dean Adams raised the question I was
going to raise, As chairman of the Curricula Committee I
received this material just the other day and I am a littl
nonplused at this point to know what a motion passed her
would
do with regard to Curricula Committee , whether i
.
ties our hands in any way or not, whether we still h ve
perfect freedom to look at this from all points
I
would hope we did, and I really think that the mot on
before us is highly unnecessary and academic at thi
point.
The Curricula Cormnittee would feel somewh t
restricted, I am sure, in its considerations if th
mo in
were passed at this time, even though it is said th t
a motion only in principle., and even as Marcia Ti lo on
said, it is not necessarily a program.
But the motion does say "program" so that ties u
a bit, and I don't like to be tied in th t way, and i
advance of our consideration. I don't think t' quit
fair to the Curricula Cormnittee.
HEADY

Doctor Travelstead.

DOCTOR TRAVELSTEAD

May I come to the 1 ct rn

please?
The cormnents I have jotted down, because I
nt to
make the best use of time and I will stay in the time 1
t.
They follow substantially hat's been said in the 1st t o
or three remarks and I ill read them ith your ermi ion.
They are in several different arts and I th.nk he wi
be related specifically to the
tter hich
before u

I understand and appreciate fully the conce n bo
the claimed neglect, lack of awarenes
and ind qu te
attention on the part of U•• M. towards progr m relat d
to women.
r t nd thr
I do not disagree ith the
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of th~ eco endations contained in the document. Nor do I
take issue with the overall goals stated by the subconnnittee
of.the Faculty Policy Comnittee, as stated or implied in
:his document.
ost of us would agree, I feel sure, that
it wou~d be helpful to offer such courses as "History of
Women in the United States," "Women in Other Cultures "
or ' omen · n Li terature, " in
· order that both men and women
'
would become more appreciative of the problems faced by
wo en in our society.
My concerns about this proposal, therefore, are more
n the area of how best in an institution like ours to
bring about such information, awareness, and appreciation
of these thing relating to women, and how to work most
economically and effectively towards these ends, in light
of similar aims, requests, and reconnnendations from such
groups as Native Americans, Chicanos and Spanish speaking,
and Blacks. My remarks will deal with the relationships
and similarities among these groups, realizing of course,
that there are indeed differences among them also, and with
procedures which if followed would hopefully bring about
consensus among faculty members, students, and administration at U.N.M. about how to pursue and resolve some of
the ost critical issues and questions facing us in this
area.
For about two years we have had coordinators
for three minority group programs: Chicano Studies, Native
American Studies, and Afro-American Studies. Since no
authorization has been given to these coordinators to
set up departments, to establish degree programs, or to
em
regular faculty with academic rank in these areas
not even to establish separate courses in these fields
it is questionable whether these activities should be
called "programs."
All these groups have asked for some of these
thing -- one of them has requested approval and support
for all of them including separate faculty, degrees, et
cetera. But because of a lack of agreement in the
university community on the directi~n such 7fforts should
take, I have thus far purposely avoided making recommendations to the General Faculty about these programs.
rn the meantime, these coordinators have been able
to get new courses offered only when they can persuade
deans and chairmen of our regularly established colleges
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and d~artments to offer such courses through their respective
colle~ and departments: e.g. Sociology 225 "Sociology
of the Barrio," or History 283 "LaRaza: A History of
Mexican-Americans," or History 284 "Afro-American History."
These coordinators have made some progress in
getting new courses introduced into and sponsored by
regular departments, but most of them claim that this system
and procedure will just not work in the long run. So we
now have from one of these groups -- Afro-American Studies
a specific and somewhat detailed reconmendation for a
bachelor's degree -- both major and minor -- in Black
(Afro-American) Studies. I have purposely not brought
this recommendation to the General Faculty for several
reasons, some of which I want to mention now.
The proposal recently submitted for establishing a
new vice presidency-,for Regional Affair
has extensive
implications for the future of at least two and perhap
all three of these programs. And until some decision
is made by the University on this proposal, I think it
would be unwise -- certainly premature -- to push for
the approval of degrees, separate departments, and an
autonomous faculty for any one of these programs.
The whole issue of whether to carry on courses and
programs in any of these areas -- Chicano Studies,
Women's Studies, Native American, or Afro-American Studies
within the mainstream of the University -- that is, through
presently organized departments -- is perhaps the most
crucial of all the related issues. Is it feasible, for
example, and will it be effective to do the things
suggested by all these groups'through present channels:
e.g. Department of English, Department of Sociology, or
Department of History .
Or must these efforts be carried on through new
channels, new divisions, new and autonomous organizations
with separate faculties which, to varying extents will be
isolated insulated and segregated from the mainstream:
e.g Dep~rtment or Division of Women's Studies, Department
of Chicano Studies, et cetera.
0

Specifically, should a course such as ''Women in
Literature" be offered in the presently organized Department
of English by a regular faculty member in that de rtm nt,
or should it be taught in a new separate, and autono ou
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organization known as Department or Division of Women'
Studies?
I lean toward the first alternative through
am
presently established channels, but I must'admit that
not thoroughly convinced that such a procedure can be
successful, given our recent experience with the minorit
groups' studies programs.
Smaller, separate, and new units tend to split
divide, and duplicate efforts, and therefore are likeiy to
be more expensive. And yet some claim that it is money
well spent, if it accomplishes purposes not possible
through other means.
The question of status of faculty members who wou
be employed in these new and separate units is ind ·d
important and certainly should not be ignored. For ex m 1
how would a faculty member employed in a separate D p rtment of Afro-American Studies to teach a course like
"Afro-American History" be viewed by the faculty in th
Department of History. Would this person become
secondclass citizen among history professors at U.N.M.? 0
how would a woman faculty member employed separately
through a Department of Women's Studies to teach a cour
such as ''Women and Psychology" be viewed by the regul r
Department of Psychology?
How seriously should we treat the suggestion by
still another group on campus that U.N.M. should establi h
a Jewish Studies Program -- with courses such as "History
of the Jewish People," "The Jewish Family," or "The Je
in the United States Economy"?
Though not altogether
comparable to the present proposal before us today, one
must admit that the request for a program of Jewish Studie
has some similarities to the request for a program in
Women's Studies.
For the reasons I have just given nd for others
I have not expressed today, I would like to suggest t t
the General Faculty not accept or reject tod y even
in "principle" or concept, the reco endation on Worn n'
Studies now before us.
Instead I believe this entire m tter -- no
the questions ;elating to Women's Studies, but 1 o
related to Chicano, Afro-American, and Native Am
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Studies -- be referred to the Faculty Curricula Comm
for study and recommendation to this body at a later

ee
te.

I would
move, therefore, Mr. Chairman , tha th
•
reconunen d ation and motion now on the floor be referred
the Curricula Committee for study and recorrmend tion.

0

(Several seconds.)
HEADY

That's a substitute motion?

TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY

It's a referral.

A motion to refer.

TRAVELSTEAD
I would refer -- I would mov
reconunendation and motion now on the floor be re err d
the Curricula Committee for study and recommend tion .

h
o

HEADY
It's motion to refer, rather than pr
ballot, and SO Ono
Is there a second to the motion?
(Several seconds.)
HEADY

Is there discussion?

I think I should note -FACULTY MEMBER

I would like to move th t

t

HEADY
Yes, but before we proceed, eh ve gon
past the two hours by a few minutes, so do I have
mot on
abandoning our rule?
REGENER

I move to abolish the to-hour rule.

(Seconded.)
HEADY
I think that's in order. It'
and seconded that we abolish our
oh ur 1
the length of meetings. Is there a· cu ·on o
PROFESSOR BAUGHMAN Ye, I ou
o o e
I don't think it's necessary to
et three or thr
half hours in order to get the
iver ity bu i

ov d
on
1
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think abut
stand .
HEADY
R ener .
you

t wo- hour meeting is about all anybody can
I s t here f urther discussion?

Professor

GE R If a two-hour meeting is enough, why don't
ove to adjourn any t ime?
HEADY

Further discussion?

Yes.

ROFESSOR BECKEL
I believe that's out of order
We c n move t o waiv e the rule, standing rule but this is
a otion . There is a prior motion on the fl~or
0

0

HEA DY

You are suggesting I should rule his motion

out of order?
You are right.

BECKEL
HEADY

You are probably right.

FACULTY MEMBER

I move that we waive the two-hour limit.

HEADY I wi l l rule Professor Regener's motion is
ou t of order at this time, although we can certainly take
up our stand i ng rules later.
May I respond?

REGENER

HEADY
It's moved and seconded that we waive the
to-hour standing rule. Is there discussion? You want
to co ent on that?

REGENER
HEADY

Are you accepting my motion?
I

m not.

REGENER
Then may I comment to a point of order
wh ich is that such a motion is always in order and if it's
don on the day on which the rule is to be abolished, as
I intend to as I hope it will be, then a two-thirds
majority is'needed. Otherwise a simple majority is needed
i f it is not on the agenda, which is not today. A twot h irds majority for my motion would abolish it and it's
perfectly in order to do that anytime.

00, 0
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--

HF.ADY
I will rule I am a little uncertain--but I
will rule it is not in ord~r at this time. I thint it will
be after we have disposed of the -- after we have disposed
of the business with regard to the women's studies proposal

0

Those in favor of the motion to suspend the twohour rule, please say "aye"; opposed "no."
Motion is carried.
PROFESSOR DEWITT
I would like to speak first to
Professor Alexander's comment. I think it's always in order
for the Faculty to give its expressions and sentiment,
to give direction toward the standing comments. It seems
to me in approving the idea of a women's studies program,
e were simply giving that direction to the Curricula
Committee.
ALEXANDER

May I clarify what this expression was?

DEWITT
It seems to me that we would be -- correct
me if I am wrong, please -- we would be approving the
principle of the formation of a women's studies program.
We would not be approving this particular program
and the details of the program to then be worked out.
ALEXANDER

Doctor Tillotson said possibly not even

a program.
HF.ADY
Professor Dewitt, I am reminded by the
secretary that on a motion to refer, the debate mould be
limited to the committee to which the referral should be
made.
I would like to speak to that.
TILLOTSON
HEADY

All right, Professor Tillotson.

TILLOTSON
Mr. Travelstead's grounds for wanting us
to refer are partly based upon parallel with minority
studies ;nd his point is that we are raising a very large
question by acting on this ~ssue t~at is related to the
question raised by our ethnic studies programs.
The minute you refer to ethnic studies programs
as minority groups studies, the absurdity of treating
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a this question is apparent. We are
cent of the population. That's my first

h

r.

S con

I don't consider this as on the question of
tter would be referred.

to

All right.

LOTSO
DY

I am glad I got to say it.

Professor Bryan~ do you have a comment on

tat?

I want to yield the floor to
Profe sor
DY

Professor Hoaco •.

CO
of

In order not to repeat the very eloquent
everal speakers, I will simply say flatly
t t
a
sympathizer
of the women's cause, acutely
that I
of the injustices and discriminations that they
a
have suffered.

I hesitate to rule you are out of order
es ying those things, but I am not clear

HEADY

hen

ou

H CO
No, what comes next is an observation to
hatever comnittee this is going to be referred to:

I think the proposal is incomplete. It does
not h ve n ccur te or even an approximate account of
tsp c"fic courses on women's studies are now offered
he v rious cademic departments of the university,
licitly for -- to me, mysterious as it seems
to d. er in te against my department because it has an
oblique reference to the Department of American Studies.
It does not say, "In Sociology, there is a course
being taught in omen's words .' 1
HEADY
May I make an inquiry at this point?
you coming later to an argument that the referring
should be to some other group than the Curricula
Committee?
HUACO

No.

Are
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00352

_HEADY
If you are not coming to that point, I do
not think those comments are in order at this time.
HUACO

Thank you.

HFADY

Okay.

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
I am not clear as to the implication of
Mr. Travelstead's motion. Could the Chair explain what
his motion really means?
HEADY Well, my understanding is that the motion
made by Vice President Travelstead is a motion to refer
the matter now before us to the Curricula Connnittee where
he has suggested it would be considered along with other
thingso
COTTRELL

Wasntt that Professor Christman's motion?

HEADY
No. The motion that Professor Christman
made -- let me read it again, because I think that's the
choice we make, whether we refer or go back to consideration of this.
That motion reads that the Faculty approves, in
principle, the establishment of a women's studies program
and forwards the proposal of the women's study committee
to the Curricula Connnittee and administration for
consideration and recommendations back to the Faculty.
HOYT
a referral.

Is that not a motion to refer?

It contains

HEADY
No, I don't consider it the same as a motion
to refer. It sends a matter to a committee, and the
administration, for study, but it is not -- and it has some
comments about the idea.
Is your comment pertinent, do
be debated at this point?

you think to what can

TRAVELSTEAD
Yes. In answer to the question or
motion, I did indeed move to refer it without prejudice,
without any stipulations, to that committee, but with
the earlier comments in the hope that that committee
would connect this question with some of these others as
they study the matter.

,,.
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HF.ADY

Professor Christman

CHRISTMAN
Yeso I think, for obvious reasons, I
have to oppose the amendment and -HEADY

It's not an amendment.

It's a motion to

refer.
•
CHRISTMAN All right. Oppose the motion to refer
in order if that motion is defeated, you may have a
chance to vote on the original motion. The reason I
want to oppose this is -HEADY
I do not think we can argue about reasons
for referring or not referring, unless you have a
~uggestion that it ought to go to some other group, if
it was referred.
CHRISTMAN
Yes, I suggest it go to the Faculty
where we tried to place it today.
HEADY

Professor Dewitt, did you have anything

else?
DEWITT
I cannot argue on anything except
which committee it should be referred to?
HEADY

Yes.

DEWITT
Mr. President, this rules out most pertinent
discussion about whether the Faculty should vote on the
first motion or the second, and I think that's a very
important item for discussion.
I think the motion to refer this matter, as
any other matter, if it is adopted, obviously stops any
further debate on substantive issues at the time. That is
what any motion to refer a matter results.
been
If it is adopted, but before it has
DEWITT
voting to refer?
voted on, may I not argue against
it, or you may
You
may
vote
no
on
"
"
No.
HEADY
vote "yes" on it.
HEADY

DEWITT

Thank you.
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DY
Are you ready for the question? Those in
f vor of the otion to refer, please say "aye",·
"no . "
e · 11 have a division.
opposed
th nk e b etter do it starting at the top, by
e have two tellers.
0

rou

•

(The
DY
th·rty-f·ve.

tter proceeded to a standing vote.)
The vote as "yes" thirty-two· and "no"
So the motion to refer failed.'

e are n

-- we now will have further discussion
de by Professor Christman. Professor Huaco.

of the motion
HUA CO

I

ill continue where I left off.

HEADY
It is quite permissible.
you at this point.

I will not stop

HUACO
I am arguing that this document is
incomplete. It's incomplete in at least two ways: first,
it does not resent to us necessary information, namely
what courses are taught in this University in women's
studies in the various academic departments and by whom.
Second, it has some curious omissions and those I
ignore. The first, it doesn't mention that our department
right no is offering a course on Sociology of Sex Roles
and impact that
kes.
Second, the footnote three on page two, says -- is
quite misleading. It says: "In 1971-'72 there were no
full-time women faculty in the departments of psychology,
sociology
olitical science, and economics."
That is literally true, but I would argue misleading
because erhaps the person that wrote this ignores that we
h ve assistant professors, a woman assistant professor in
sociology and it was by her choice and request that she
as on art-time assignment. I believe that was connected
ith
pregnancy and a child.
I think a more fundamental issue which has been
raised by Doctor Travelstead is not whether anyone opposed
women's studies but whether the academic quality of the
offerings would,be better guaranteed or insured or
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su erv · ed ith·n presently constituted academic departments as against a separate unit that would have measure
of autonomy. Thank you.
HF.ADY

Mrs. Amsden.

There can be no doubt that the inspiration
for
~o o~ed wo~en's studies program was ultimately
the Womens Liberation Movement, which specifically
reco ends establishing such centers and programs. Nor
can there be any doubt that the most generous supplier
of
terials for the proposed program would probably
be the oa2n's Liberation Movement.
It is one thing to favor justice for women . The
Women's Liberation Movement is quite another thing.
arouses our suspicion,
for
"Lib era t ion
. " is
. a term tat
h
· ·
good reason. Political terms like "liberation" have a
ay of turn·ng out to mean something different from what
they seem to mean; for example: the opposite. When Red
China says it wants to "liberate" aiwan, it probably
means it wants to capture or take over Taiwan.
Professor Rothenburg's letters in the Lobo and
Journal em hasize how much the persons who livet1nder
the ol tic 1 system whose slogan is "liberation" need
to be liberated.
I

m familiar with the Women's Liberation Movement
through reading a good deal of its literature -- books,
pamphlets, and newspapers -- and going to meetings,
·ncluding symposia in New Orleans and San Diego, both
with nationwide attendance.
Women's Lib is exploiting the fact women have
genuine grievances. By assuming the role of self-appointed
champion of women, it attracts the support of women and
of well-meaning men.
However Women's Lib is using women for its own
purposes, purp~ses inimical to men ~nd women alike:
What those purposes are is not difficult to guess if you
read a fair sample of Women's Lib literature. The dominant
themes are: one, encouraging women to distrust and hate men
qua men; two, promoting contempt for the human body;
three pushing the leftist cause of the moment, however
unrel~ted to women's problems. Women are simply told the
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:ause is related to their problems, and expected to accept
i t; and four -- this is most significant -- telling women
t hat a revo l ution will solve their problems •
. _The last statement is made frequently and
explicitly. Women are supposed to swallow it despite
their knowledge that women may suffer more than anyone
else in a revolution.
I am not referring to everyone in the Women's
Li beration Movement, and certainly not to those who are
:onc 7rne~ for j~stice for women. I am referring to the
inspiration behind the movement the reason it exists and
. in
. the news. It is just one ' more of the issues that
is
is f ed the public at periodic ~ntervals through the mass
med i a.
.

Women have genuine grievances. A woman with a
college degree does not earn as much as a man with a high
school diploma. Shirley Chisholm reports that she has
encountered far more prejudice as a woman than as a Negro.
When a group of white men were asked which they
would prefer to be, white women or Negro men, they
overwhelmingly said they would prefer to be Negro men.
No wonder: a Negro man earns more'·than a white woman
with similar qualifications. To prefer a man for
anything, from servant to employer, is considered evidence
of good taste -- by women as well as men.
I doubt that any professor here would make a joke
at the expense of Negroes in the presence of Negroes,
e.g., in a class with Negro students. But there are
still a few professors so tasteless as to make jokesr at
the expense of women in the presence of women, e.g., in
a class with women students.
It is a bromide in our culture that a man needs
plenty of encouragement if he is to make anything of himself. In contrast, a woman's ambitions are actively
discouraged not just by Oxydol-housewives and men with
inferiority complexes, but sometimes even by professors.
For example, a young woman who loved designing
buildings doing it for hours as a hobby, never thought
a woman c~uld be an architect any more than she could be
a priest. Nor did anyone ever suggest the possibility to
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her. She wrote the U.N.M. Architecture Department, year
later, and via its printed folder of information for
prospective architects, it specifically discourage wome.
Contrast this with the response to a youn man ho
loves designing buildings.
We need justice for women, for everyone's sake· th
best interests of men and women do not conflict. Ho ever
. . the proposed women's studies program ould '
in my opinion,
not promote that justice. Here are my reasons: even
the courses were not influenced by Women's Lib, those
who need them would not be caught dead taking them, nd
those who would take them, don't need them.

.

Moreover, the Women's Studies Center sound th
opposite of liberated: the kitchen and nursery mak it
sound like a female ghetto.
I suggest that we seek an alternative, n f c iv
means to promote justice for women via education Fo
example, relevant information could be incorporated no
regular courses in history, psychology, literatu e
rt
economics, anthropology, political science, biolo
physical education, law, and education.
This could be done by providing relevant info
tion to professors who might, if they wished, ork t
into their lectures. Guest lecturers could speak once
or twice during a course, on a topic mutually agreeabl
with the professor of the course.
Vice President Travelstead's suggestion of cour
in the regular departments is much better than a se rte
program, in my opiniono
few years ago, guidance counselor: in univer i ie
recommended only a narrow range of professions to women.
This should be checked into. The professions and de a tm nt
that particularly discriminate against women need om
special kind of attention.
A

HEADY

Professor Jones.

JONES
The irony of the situ tion, hich I
arguing against the women, the defens of wo en'
but I think there's several issues.
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First, with regard to Professor Huaco's statement
that the Sociology Department has a course dealing in
women's studies is evidence that the department would
be willing to cooperate. They should point out that
course is taught by a graduate student whose course is
somewhat temporary, especially since we can't hire our own.

PROFESSOR MEIER

I offered to teach it and I still

will.
JONES
I think this connection between women's
liberation and women's studies which some of us had
expected to be raised by male antagonists, is a bit
mislead ing. It feeds into those fears that some of us
have about academic respectability in courses.
or example, to me the real statement, and I
would have to oppose Vice President Travelstead -- I
know that ultimately what he intends1, I would agree
with in terms of what he would envision and structure
allowing these things to operate, but one issue points
out for example that none of the ethnic studies
coordinators can come to these meetings because they
have existed for two years now. Yet, none of these
people have faculty status.
HEADY

I think you are wrong about that.

JONES
No. They have no faculty status; I
think I am correct.
TRAVELSTEAD

Some do.

Some do.
HEADY
TRAVELSTEAD Without presumption of tenure in other
departments.
come.
status.

JONES
Two

I have heard that complaint: they cannot
I guess one does have; two have no faculty

It seems that if we lump them altogether, the
other point a comparable issue, I think, and again, I
have cited historically the negotiations for e~vironmental
science degree. A lot of our students wou~d like to
.
have some sort of degree in ecology or environmental science
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and we did create a committee over a year ago to study
that and as I understand it, I just learned the report
has never.yet been filed and apparently the difficulties
tha~ committee encountered were the separate departments
trying desperately to protect their vested interests
so that if such a degree were set up, we could be sure
that so many hours would come from this department and
so many hours from that department, and my fear is if we
lump all these things together, and send them to Hubert's
committee, that is already overworked by the year 1982
we may have some kind of resolution concerning women's'
studies, ecology and race.

ALEXANDER

We don't have that problem yet.

JONES
Not yet, because we haven't got that far .
It seems to me that the university somehow has to respond
more immediately and more enthusiastically to what h s
to be considered our society's most pressing problems.
I think even the sociologist would grant the
element of truth, the statement that race symbol and
sex symbol in our society are psychologically related
At least there are some of their colleagues that say tha
and one or two courses won't do that.
I know that with the student load in sociology,
what they could do, for exarq,le, would be to offer one
course or two courses a semester, and so if you spread
that around for the whole department and history, for
example if Professor Ikle is faced with a request from
Chicano' studies Black studies, Indian studies, women's
studies, and ma;be even from me in American studies,
what's he going to do?
/

IKLE
•

Cooperateo

JONES
I know he does try, but can he take away
five courses every semester to build those, to meet
those pressing needs?
In other words, I just find myself perplexed by
what the appropriate faculty administrator responseis to
a pressing curricular need.
If we tried to do it through legitimate channels
which I think ultimately means responding to dep rtme t
interests time seems to go by and e don't seem to
ke

'
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any concrete progress.
The students do want those courses.
desperately, some of the students.
HEADY

They want them

Would you identify yourself, please.

MR. WILCOX Wilcox. Sociology. I am the one that
is teaching the class they are talking about. The reason
it wasn't anything that the Professor Huaco mentioned
was because it was drawn by the Women's Study Comm tte
which I was an ad hoc member long before I was permitted
to teach this course: Sociology 308.
It is sociology of sex roles, not women's roles
and I think that's what is important to get across. I
don't know what your name is, but you were t lk n
bou
Women's Lib. I teach a course in Sociology, - the
s .ex roles, male and female roles, and I think it's
important what you call it and in the community in term
of female-male roles. It's an academic cour e.
academic books. I don't use literature f om the Sub.
i.t
I think it's important, also, to point out th
isn't satisfactory for women's courses to be jump d
department to department. As it stands at th momen
have to go and plea:iwith the Department of Soc·ology o
one, to the Department of Science or Department of
Psychology for another.
,uif
I would rather"go around begging, "Please, would
you let us have a course this semester."
There is no definite course to which we can look
forward and the students depend -- I know the students
depend on this because so far I have an overload, twice
what I should have in twice my -- in my classes.
But Women in America and Women in Sociology Sex
Roles, a hundred in each, rather than the t enty:five or
thirty that I was supposed to have and I am turning way
the students and I know it's the requirement; and it
isn't just for women. It's for men, too.
I don't think we are going to get it oin th
way Professor Travelstead was talking about, because of th
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;tatus at the momen; of ethnic studies • • They h ve O b
o~ c~urses. Womens studies have to be for cour e
Its Just necessary that we have our own de
where we don't have to beg. They know we a~ r~:rnt nd
know we are here.
HEADY

Dean Beckel.

BECKEL
Can I ask a clarifying question?
being asked to approve in princip e the omen's
program that the motion -- the program s ht I
about.
HEADY
I can read the motion again
I won't try to interpret it.
TILLOTSON
HF.ADY

May I try to an

r th

f you

n •

o 1 m?

All right.

TILLOTSON And I think Mary
I realize this is causing confusio and o e
that this has gone first to the Faculty,
women's studies committee recognized th obl
t
the Curricula Committee to investigate, to study
problem and make recommendations -- the re on
to the Faculty has been that some larger -- the
issues that Mr. Travelstead has suggested t t
probably don't want to think about right n , b
they are complicated, those larger issues h ve
discussed before there is any reason to burden
Curricula Committee with the problem at all
If the Faculty doesn't want omen's tudie
general, why should the Curricula Conmittee sp nd
next six months of ts time trying to figu
out
reasonable program.
On the other hand, if
studies, the women's studies
only to present the Faculty
them to understand the acad ic res
just this man's terms. He's right
we have tried to sho
ith thi p
appendix which is on fil in the
prove the academic resp ctability to tho
have doubts and to give a ah

n

u
b

n
h

n'
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what women's studies would be, an idea of what it is.
And to the Curricula Connnittee a program, a suggestion an
outline of the kinds of directions that he may want to'
go in.
If all these separate programs and studies and
things that have been mentioned, American Studies -he mentioned comp. lit., ethnic studies -- there's
another thing, the general honors program. Every one
of t h e s e ~ studies themselves so operate in a
different, completely bureaucratic way and I think the
question of bureaucratic structure that is appropriate
to women's studies is another open question.
We haven't asked for a department, a coordinator
or a major. We haven't asked -- at present we have asked
merely for commitment to have Faculty to teach the courses.
And the other bureaucratic refinements, as well,
thank God nobody mentioned it -- I will mention it -the budgetary ones. They can be worked out and they
will be worked out by the people responsible. There
is no point in working them out until the Faculty
expresses its desire to do what Joeisays, which is to
act instead of referring things to committees until the
year 1982, and we probably won't even be alive any more.
HEADY

Is that responsive to your question?

BECKEL Can I raise the question and then ask the
lady a question about that? Did you include the word
"program" in that?
What I wanted to ask: isn't that
restricted? Don't you regard that in some way as
restrictive as excluding, for example, departments?
PROFESSOR POWER
HEADY

I think I can answer that.

Professor Power.

POWER
I think the· word "program" here is meant
under which you are generally s 7en, and it's ~nderstood
in the hierarchy of the University of N7w Mexico •. I
think program is not as to be equated ~ith ~cade~ic
·t
I think that Marcia Tillotson is quite right in
uni s.
t·
saying when she was trying to answer your ques ion!
f
ally that we really don't know how best to bring
t~~ gro~p of courses to the attention of the students
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who really are looking for them.
t

I am reminded of this fact -- this Facu ty meetin
last week in which the speech pathologists were discussing
the appropriateness of establishing a separate dep rtment
of speec~pathology and I think the argument thee an
somewhat~the idea of bringing this specific grou o
courses to the attention of a wider group of stu ents who
were looking for them.
Now, that's what we want to do. We don't w nt
to build an empire or anything like that.
ear jus
thinking of the best way in which we can show stud n
and the academic community that these things re va

be.

Also, while I am here, there's one thing I wan d
to say to Professor Huaco, which was that we do hav a
very visible appendix to this which I think was n he
interest of the ecology -- I don't know ex ctly wh t t
was. The Policy Committee all got a copy of the pro o d··
the possible proposed courses that would go ·th th
I am sure that, you know, anyone interested c
this. It's certainly not an omission on this
at all.

I think that it was really in the interest of
conserving paper.
HEADY

Professor Christman.

CHRISTMAN
I would like once again to try to
answer what we thought we were trying to do by ag in
reading slowly:
The Faculty approves in principle --I w nt to
underline "principle" -- the estab is ent of
omen'
study program,
And so on that part, 1. f we vote " yes, " it m ns
we do, in principle, approve that there should be a
study of a women's study program
And to go on, forward -HEADY

women's"?

The language says "the establ's men

0
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CHRISTMAN
HEADY

Yes, in principle.

You just said "approved in pr nci le the

ud ."

CHRISTMA~ Excuse me. In principle, thee tab i hment of a womens study program and then forward th
proposal o~the women's study program to the Curricul
Committee and administration for consideration and
recommendation back to the Faculty.
Now, the point I was going to try to make e rli r
when I was out of order, was that if this mot'on is
passed, then the Curricula Committee will have to do
whatever it does to decide about a program and t lk
the administration about a program and re ort to th
Faculty.
And they can have several reports, yes, mayb
don't know. It costs too much or it can be done,
we are in no way intending to hamper their invest
but we are intending that it doesn't be shoveled nto
and be considered with the greater problem bee u e
this problem came to the right place at the r ght tun
since it didn't have a home.
HEADY

Is there further discussion?

1
h

d.

Docto

TRAVELSTEAD
One gets in a very difficult po
as Mr. Jones has said. All my coIIDnents, I believe
er
not that, Joel; these things belong through regular et
channels. I don't think I said that. I said there r
two alternatives, whether women's studies or Chicanos,
I said the principle though of whether we used pre ent
established channels or set up ne ones is n import nt
policy question, and rather than solving it a n·bble t
a time for example, to approve
culty and
re
talkini about three positions nd sixty-five thous nd
dollars which may be an im ossibility or net y ar,
J
I
•
anyway. Thats another point.
But if we set up a separate Faculty to
we have set the course. I submit in princip
of these others and I am not quite sur
do that. If this Faculty is indeed re dy to
do these things and I point out nd I re- mph
I am not agains~Miss Power, those things b ng
it's how and where and what this step led to
step.

0

h
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I expect I will be coming back to the Facult
ith
a similar proposal if that's the way the Faculty
nt
0
move, for a group in Chicano studies and maybe o
n
Black. I wanted to avoid this until e see in rinciple:
is it possible to do it in the present establish d
channels. If not, we do it in other channel
not other women's studies, but for some of th
HEADY
I must admit that the discussion ·s
clarifying the issue.in my mind very much. It e
to
that the crucial word in the language here is th word
"program" with a capital "P." And what this me n nd
I have heard various views expressed here as to ht
means, but I think this is crucial to many peo 1 b
upon what they have had to say in the deb te.
Tillotson.
TILLOTSON
just said.

I have to respond to

ht Mr.

V

c nn
I think in an emotional way, to s y th t
th
decide on this issue until we can find out n
p
general problem is like saying we cannot feed
y
th
t
of Bangladesh until we find a-- you know,
o on nd
acceptable to the Soviet Union, Red China an
so forth.

We are American. We are supposed to be pr
We are handling this matter pragmatically. I ond r
solving -- if we can solve the technical problem by
removing the word "program" from the motion, th
that the Faculty approves the idea of the est bli
of women's studies at the University of New Mexico and
forward the proposal to the Curricula Committee nd
administration for their consideration and reco end
on
back to the Faculty.
I move that as an amendment.
(Secondedo)
C

HEADY
It has been moved -- I would th'nk th t to
do this what I understood you ould h v to rem v
h
t
d fl
II
word "a" and the wor
program.
TILLOTSON

Right.

Yes.

Th nk you.

d
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00, 6
HEADY So it approves in principle the establishment
of women's studies and forwards the proposal, et cetera.
Is that the intent of your amendment?
TILLOTSON

Yes.

(Calling for question.)
HF.ADY

Is there a second?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
Is there discussion?
say "aye"; opposed "no. "

Those in favor, please

Amendment is carried.
Now, is there further discussion on the motion as
amended? Professor Schmidt.
SCHMIDT

I move the previous question.

(Several seconds.)
HEADY
You all know what that means, don't you?
Those in favor of the previous question, please say "aye";
opposed "no."
Previous question is carried.
We will now vote on the motion, as amended.
Those in f avor, p 1ease Say "aye"·, opposed "no."
The motion is carried.
SCHMIDT

Mr. Chairman, I move we adjourn.

(Seconded.)
HEADY

Those in favor, please say"aye"; opposed

"no . "
Motion is carried.
Adjournment, 6:00 p.m.

c-- -

Respectfully submitted, _

~ A J- ~ ~ -

~

John N. Durr~)-- - ---.
Secretary
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I.

Provisions for the election of faculty representatives:
. unity forurn (Faculty nepresentatives )

Chairman of the Policy Committee , Chain1an of the Acader,1ic Freedom and
l'cnurc Comcittcc, and 17 elected members of t he Voting Faculty, of whom no
less than six s hall be non-tenured at time of election and no more than 7
.
'
shall be fron t he Collecc of Arts and Sciences. Elected faculty representativ •s shall s erve t,,o-year terms except that, of those elected in 1972, nine
(includinc no less than three non-tenured faculty and no more than four from
the College of Arts and Sciences) shall serve t hrough t he year 1972-73, and
eicht (includinb no less than three non-tenured faculty and no more than
three froo the College of Arts and Sciences) shall serve through the year
1973-74. Election shall be by single preferential ballot, at a regular
faculty meeting during the second semester of each academic year. Nominations
.shall be made froc the floor at ci1e reeular faculty meet~ng preceding the
election meetinc , Additional names may be placed in nOi, .1ation by written
petition siened by five members of the Voting Faculty presented to the Faculty
Secretary at least ten days before the scheduled election meeting. The agenda
for the election meetinc shall contain the naL1es and departments of all
nominees . ifo faculty representative shall serve uore t han two consecutive
terr.is . If a faculty representative for any reason finds himself unable to
attend the rezular meetings of the forum for any extended period, he should
resign and be replaced in a special election at the next reeularly scheduled
faculty meeting .
II.

Proposed l~esolution : /

Providinc for the election of faculty representative:s to the University
Community Fortllll, which is expected to become an important organ of communication on campus , the faculty considered that no faculty'member Hho might be
considered a particularly valuable ruemuer of the forum should be disqualified
by reason of bcin:; a mernbcr of the Policy Committee or the Acadenic Freedom
and Tenure Committee . llm-, ever , the faculty recognizes t hat service on those
connnittecs is particularly burdensome, and it recommends to the Administration
that service ns Chairman of either of those committees, or service simultaneously on the University Community Forum and either the Policy Committee or
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee should be counted as the equivalent
of one course in the estimation of faculty loads.
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